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Thursday, May 2, 1996

Only 17 days to go.

Congratulations to the
Class of 1996!!

Father Kelley says: "Best wishes to
f
the Class of 96...and don't forget
your checkbook at the five year
reunion!"
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Campus Crier

Cheers

The Fairfield Mirror

Boos

Exam Schedule
Friday, May 3
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

7

p.m.

21010or01010
All Principles of Accounting II (AC 12)
All Intermediate Accounting II (AC204)
All General Biology II (BI92)
All Anatomy and Physiology II (BI108)
All Creating a Competitive Environment (BU200)

Saturday, May 4
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

07707, or 77070, or 70770, or 00070
06606, or 06604, or 00600

Monday, May 6
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

40404 or 40400 or 00404
02202

Tuesday, May 7
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

80870 or 80800 or 70000
03033

Thursday, May 9
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

30320
54040 or 04040

Friday, May 10
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

05065
60550 or 60000

Saturday, May 11
9
a.m.
1:30 p.m.

10101 or 10100 or 00101
78080 or 08080 or 07000

Residence Halls close on Saturday, May 11 at 6 p.m.

Classifieds
Wanted: Apartment for Sublet
2 MBA's from Cornell looking for a 2 bedroom apt to sublet from
6/1 to 8/15. Please call 607-277-7990 or email sksl2@cornell.edu
Drivers Wanted
Sell Good Humor ice cream from one of our vending trucks.
Routes available in your area. Earn $650 -950 weekly, male or female.
Apply now and not in May. Call Monday -Saturday, 9-3 p.m. only. 1 -203366-2641.
BABYSITTERS WANTED FOR SUMMER
Care for easy going toodler. Flexible hours (15+ hours/wk).
Days. Near University. Own transportation. $5-7/hour. Call 371-6141.
TEACHING POSITIONS available for certifed and uncertified
teachers. We serve hundreds of public, private, and parochial schools in
CT, NY, and New England. Over the past thirty years, we have helped
over 8,500 teachers secure positions. THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE
UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU. Call us to
discuss your background and the type of positions for which you are
qualified. At this time, we will be able to tell you if we can be of assistance.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY, INC.
Fairfield, CT
(203) 333-0611
(203)335-3869
Assistant/Technician for busy Westport eye doctor. Combines
business and technical skills into an interesting, challenging position.
Excellent starting position for health care career. Must have good communication and math skills. Seeking a well-organized team member. Call
226-9426 9:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. or send resume to Dr. Robert L. Ross, 500
Post Road East, Suite 280, Westport, CT 06880.

Ml
to the "Hugh Runs" freshman
year... to Chuck, G, and Bry... to China
Syndrome for pulling off the whole
shebang... to the electric slide... to
Halloween... to having a life... to TH 45...
to Jogues 3 to the left '92-'93... to dinners
and wine... to tip the cup tournaments you boys stink... to girls always winning
TTC... to randoms...to haircuts in Jogues...
to Block 4 around the world... to the Cool
Nest, oh sorry the Crow's Nest... to the
desk... to TH 44 having the best
neighbors... to cheeseburgers... to the
reservoir... to having special friends... to
peons... to the 70s party at the Vatican...
to Killington - Brit, V, Ceci, Soph, and
Court - beer and shots from Joe and
Vinnie..to a persuasive housemate,
Leigh... to Alex-and his Cadillac of doors...
to a skunk-infested house... to unemployed
nursing majors who are going to waitress
forever... to three days a week off... to the
new drinking game "Don't Hit the Cup in
the Middle" a.k.a Bullseye.. to sunny days
on campus... to TH 72... to the senior
retreat., to underoos... to the "illegitimate
Children of the Jesuits"... to supersperm...
to almost graduating... to spring heeled
jack... to security being on the ball amazing... to being "slimed" by some
random guy... to Carl - for being the
perfect Dogwods date... to practical jokes
that drive people crazy... to summer
cruisin'... to the piano man. ..to scaling the
limo... to no more BU B.S.... to the Great
Space Coaster for winning... to guys who
smell good... to beautiful weather... to
Anthony Clark... to whatever works... to
having more time at Fairfield... to riboy
and his random paper napkin folding... to
being done with accounting - Mr. Rizzo
finance major... to Honkin... to "baked
potato"... to imitating A's imitation... to
dum da da dum da da dum Vegetable
garden... corn... to "she would say I was
retarded... that would leave me broken
hearted"... to Rawhide... to alumni that
come back for Clam Jam... to people who
dance at Dogwoods even though they
can't... to another semester of Coleman...
to missing papers... to the 95- 96 Mirror
staff- we'll miss you guys!!!... to Donna
- our favorite RA - you beter visit us... to
the Vatican... to 4 years of fun... to best
times.... to Alex Mantel dance parties in
Campion 4... to St Patrick's Day... to the
Sports Information department... to the
6th place keg race team... to "I buy's...
You buy's"... to Jager shots... to Pure
Luck party... to Pink Box party... to house
reps at the Grape... to spoons at the
Toolbox... to Caesar... to scallops... to my
loan officer... to humus and beer... to
remembering... to the kitchen floor... to
eskimo sluggers... to chicken cordon bleu
sandwiches... to sparkle... to the 94-95
tooth... to the Ecology TA... to Bloody
Marys... to Pepe... to Campion 2 lounge...
to reaching the level... to my secret Santa...
to Clam Jam memories... to random
sightings... to making gutsy moves... to
hustings... to random roadtrips... to dinner
at J.C.Hillary's... to 3 hole punch outs...to
having the best weekend at Fairfield yet...
to the best has yet to come... to sparkles
in the bathroom...

to late night prank phone calls...
to sold out Black Box... to having no
special friend... to graduating and not
coming back...to missing all your friends...
to pathetic taps at keg races..to abs that
never tone... to graduating too soon... to
the question, "So, what are you doing
after graduation"..to being forced to
graduate and get a life... to having no
attention span when it comes to studying...
to finals... to rain... to Security... to drunk
people at the dance... to dates who are
leeches... to running out of beer at Clam
Jam... to being tired... to early morning
classes... to food in the cafeteria... to taking
philosophy... to falling boards... to guys
who use the girls bathroom... to the exam
schedule... to losing friends at graduation
- visit us... to posers... to BU papers that
waste trees... to unventilated offices... to
getting a sunburn - wear your sunblock...
to music Boosters... to simulations... to
no enocre... to BU people who sleep on
the job... to having class on Tuesday so
you can't go to sophmore night out... to the
purple people eater for stealing the
lollipop... to guys with egos., to friends
going abroad... to losing things - especially
your mind...to cameras that breakdown...
to PDA's that go too far... to being
watched... to ending the dance with
"Vogue"... to people who ask if you are
going to the prom... to having to sit in the
trunk., to having to ride the hump... to
people who complain... to the Billy Joel
fiasco... to favortism... to learning useless
information... to being stuck to the last
day of exams... to the Dogwoods DJ... to
goat wanna bes... to finance majors that
leave accounting... to photographers at
Clam Jam... to 2 papers and 2 exams on
the same day... to friends who are already
home for the summer... to being the first
one home., to video tapers... to people
who didn't submit for the senior editon.. to
faulty disks... to a limited time to sign the
Vegetable Garden... to people who just
forgot about Dogwoods weekend - no I'm
busy for dinner... to being left behind... to
not getting an autograph because people
ask stupid questions... to side salads that
are way too big... to not being able to do
Sunday night dinners... to early morning
classes., to no beach shuttle for Clam
Jam... to not enough time to think., to
projects before exams... to never seeing
sunshine again until May 12... to having
the same groups sen d i n the same photos...
to smokey hallways... to unnecessary 15
page papers...to neighbors who have
serious hearing problems...slackers who
finally rise and keep calling... to cars that
won't start. ..to guys that won't stop callingget a clue...to being afraid to answer the
phone..to having a 15 paper due and a
final for the same class on the same day overkill.. .to boring pictures-don't you guys
move or anything...to the cup
convention...to car that the mechanic says
"will leak even if you do get it fixed"...to
having to make up turbos...to the Levee
for not having buffalo wings, nachos,
mozzarella sticks, chicken wings, or
straws...to being slimed by a drunk with
stubble outside of Jogues...to the fact that
friends will be leaving us...
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"Billy Joel: An Evening of Questions and
Anwers... and a Little Music"
Christine Hamel
Managing Editor

The crowd in the Kelley
Theater is waiting. As one of the stage
crew comes out to put down Billy Joel's
water, the crowd starts applauding.
As the lights in the Kelley
Theater are reduced, the screams begin.
Former FUSA President Mark Reed
comes on stage to introduce Billy Joel.
As Reed finishes saying, "Here he is
Billy Joel..." the crowd gives Joel a
standing ovation.
Joel comes out and begins
talking to the crowd as soon as he is
seated. He said is that this lecture series
was originally started in the late 70s at
music schools and now for the past few
months he has been bringing it to
universities. He reminded students that
this is a lecture, not a concert.
"It's not Billy Joel unplugged
because I have always been a piano
player," Joel said. The tone for the
evening was that he will answer any
question asked.
First Joel said that "I write my
own stuff and I don't need your stuff,"
about students passing up tapes of their
own material.
Then he said that Billy Joel
is his real name. He feels that he is
starting to become a little old for "Billy."
He said the reason why he goes as Billy
is because in his childhood neighborhood
William doesn't fit in. However, he is
comfortable with Bill but he thought
Bill Joel sounded like a doorbell.
He then started the question
and answer period of the night for the
audience. Students asked an array of
questions ranging from "do you still like
touring?," "what's in your pockets?,"
and "how has your break up with Christie
Brinkley impacted your music?"
Joel said that at first touring
was great. He was able to see the world
butnow his feelings havechanged. Aside
from being on-stage, you are in the

airport, backstage, and hotel room and
continues in a circle.
"I don't like to tour like I use
to," Joel said.
After some more questions, Joel
played "Just the Way You Are." He said
that the song was about his first ex-wife
before they were married. He added that
Liberty Devitto, his drummer, sings
along to the songs when they are playing.
If he needs to remember a word, he only
has to look back and watch Devitto.
The last song that he wrote
before his break up with Brinkley was
"Famous Last Words" from his "River
of Dreams" album. He said that he sees
a change in the style of his music to
Romantic Classical. Her then played
some of his new music. The inspiration
of the music is the empty feeling that he
receives when his daughter leaves to go
home with Brinkley.
After answering some more
questions, a student asked if he could
play with Joel. Mike Lamassa'99, Frank
Riccio '96, and Joel performed
"Honesty." Lamassa played piano,
Riccio sang, and Joel played synthesizer.
After some more questions, he
told the audience how he developed
relationships through music. After his
first divorce, Joel was on vacation. While
there, he was playing the piano and
Brinkley, Whitney Houston, and Elle
MacPherson gathered around to hear
him play. He said that Houston kept
asking him if she could jam with him.
He also told us that he dated MacPherson
for about a year before he started dating
Brinkley.
One student asked what
inspired him to write "Only the Good
Die Young" and if he could play it. He
told the crowd about the history of the
song. The song was first banned by
Seton Hall University's radio station
and then by an archdiocese in the
Midwest. Because the song was banned,
it sold more records.
The girl in the song, Virginia,
was a girl that he had a crush on when he

Photo by Christine Hamel
Billy Joel talking to students and answering questions about his life in the process.
was 14 years old. She would always
wacth him play the piano.
He then played the song the
way that he first intended it to be
recorded - reggae style. Devitto asked
him what was with his fake Jamaican
accent, and said the closest he has been
to Jamaica is Queens. Then, Joel played
the song the way it was released.
After answering some more
questions, Joel ended the evening by

playing his trademark song, "Piano
Man."
A crowd of students gathered
around his limousine which was waiting
for him at the side of the Quick Center.
As he came out, students asked if they
could have his autograph. He signed
the autographs B. Joel. He said onstage that B. Joel is the way he signs
autographs and that is what he did.

Harris Wofford named as
commencement speaker
Christine Hamel
Managing Editor
HarrisWofford,
commencement speaker, will address
the 46th commencement of Fairfield
University on Sunday, May 19, 1996.
Commencement begins at 10 a.m.
Due to his lifelong dedication
to public service which includes key
roles in civil rights organizations, the
Peace Corps, and the National Youth
Service, Wofford will receive an
honorary doctor of Laws degree.
Wofford is the chief executive
of the Corporation for National Service,
a U.S. senator from Pennsylvania from
1991 to 1994, and former president of
Bryn Mawr College.
Honoring Wofford highlights
the significance of service at Fairfield.
As a U.S. senator, Wofford played a
key part in crafting the landmark

legislation that created the Corporation
for National Service.
The Corporation for National
Service has significant ties to Fairfield
University. The Corporation for
National Service helps fund the School
of Nursing's Health Promotion Center
that assists the needy in Bridgeport and
the Family Literacy Program which
teaches reading skills for Head Start
children and their mothers in Bridgeport.
Created in 1993, the
Corporation fosters service to solve
community problems and includes
AmeriCorps which enables volunteers
to earn stipends to pay college costs;
Learn and Serve America; Foster
Grandparents; Senior Corrupanions; and
the Retired and Senior Volunteer
Program.
In 1961, he helped launch the
Peace Corps and campaigned to bring it
to the attention of the nation. In 1987,

as a Pennsylvania Secretary of Labor
and Industry, he established PennServe
which promoted school-based service,
managed
the
Pennsylvania
Conservation Corps and helped form
summer and year-round youth service
corps.
Wofford served in three
presidential administrations. During
the Eisenhower administration from
1958 to 1959, he was counsel to the
first US commission on civil rights.
From 1961 to 1962, Wofford
was special assistant to President
Kennedy and chaired the subcabinet
on civil rights. He helped Sargent
Shriver organize the Peace Corps and
later directed the Program in Ethiopia.
In 1964, during the Johnson
administration, he was the Peace Corps
associate director.
Wofford has taught law at
Notre Dame Law School. He was

president of the College of Westbury
of the State University of New York.
He was president of Bryn
Mawr College from 1970 to 1978. He
is the author of "Of Kennedy and Kings:
Making Sense of the Sixties" and coauthored with his wife "India Afire."
Jazz musician Milt Hinton and
education advocate Dorothy Bannow
Larson will both receive honorary
doctor in Law degrees. The Rev.
GregoryHunt, S.J., will receive a
honorary docor in Letters degree.
The commencement weekend
will also include the celebration of the
Baccalaureate Mass on Saturday, May
18, at 4 p.m. on the Bellarmine Terrace.
The Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., University President, will be the
presider and members of the Jesuit
Community will concelebrate. The
Rev. Michael Boughton, S.J., rector of
the Jesuit Community, will be the
homolist.
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Most likely to...
..pick a theme for every room in their house...Sandbar
..have a bad comb over when he starts to lose his hair...Bob Stanley
..use Jeri-curl...Pete Vitale
..go to Gold's Gym in Cancun...Ralph Paoella
..put his foot in his mouth...Brian Moran
..not get caught...Clem Pasquarella
..marry Brian Keefe...Eugene White
..lose bladder control...Bobby Sullivan
..shop at the Salvation Army...Todd Bejot
..park like an idiot...Tara Pelligrini
..block in your car at the point.. Grazi D'Agata
..deny living on the wellness floor freshman year.. Jen Arena and Gina
Bocuzzo
..NOT be intimidating...Seabreeze
..wear go-go boots to the Grape.. Lana LoRusso
..get passed around Southern Comfort...Mia Ianessa
..not blink...Maureen Mooney
..wear the same DKNY shirt every night...Chrissy Glaydura
..book the nicest hotel in Cancun...Todd Bejot
..tell you how much it cost...Bobby Sullivan
..save the world...Mark Mahoney
..flirt with every girl...Eugene White
..be drunk...Nick Mambardy
..go home every weekend...Brian Cordasco
..know you but not say hello...Jen Arena
..cook for you...Judy Ann Bonjovi
..go out every night and still get a 3.9...Jeaneen Terrio
.watch TV...Rich Prisco
..fight for our country...Greg Freeman
..sing with Billy Joel...Frank Riccio
..become a musician...Matt Geraghty
..defend Bernie Goetz in court...Chris DePalma
..live in Italy...Liana Bicchieri
..dance on tables...Diane Wood
..refuse to leave the ATM machine in New Rochelle...Nicole Fitting
..videotape her chest...Allene McMurrer
..take the most time to get ready...Liana Bicchieri
..wander the beach...Nicole Fitting
..be at the Grape 24-7...Danielle Deraney and Jeaneen Terrio
..answer the phone on the first ring...Judy Ann Bonjovi
..dance with the shades up...Sandbar
..be on e-mail...Nicole Fitting
..tell the best stories...Jeaneen Terrio
..cook chicken fajitas...Allene_McMurrer
..go to every class...Nicole Fitting and Jeaneen Terrio
..never be at her beach house...Allene McMurrer
..take random pictures every where... Jeaneen Terrio
..take road trips...Nicole Fitting
..wake you up for a random firedrill...Allison Bonnar
..do a haircut...Tim Delaney
..put Bobby C. on 99.9...Girls' Dup.
..release killer crickets, firecrackers, and duggans in the Girls' Dup A...Eugene
White
..eat cheapies, give curved fingers, and worship Puff at the HCN...Girls' Dup A
..TYS...Girls' Dup A
..find a Tears for Fears roadie.. Jenn Mongillo
..never be the Stag again...Aimee Cronin
..have the operator in her wedding party...Colleen Mooney
..smash her head running to the Grape...Danielle Deraney
..pad the Euge-mobile...Danielle, Colleen, and Kelly
..marry Schumann...Jeaneen and Danielle
..survive life in a box bedroom...Colleen and Jenn
..get pink eye from Tootsie...Aimee and Colleen
..have white trash dinners...Danielle and Jenn
..vomit in a cooler and be offered to drink it...Aimee Cronin
..win Beruit from tap to kick...Colleen and Aimee
..destroy Aimee's "hey baby chicken clock"...Colleen Mooney
..have a sweater that looks like our cat(hey it is our cat)...Danielle Deraney
..love Dukey in the garage and Murph at the stinkfarm...Danielle and Colleen
..marry Ace Ventura, not a "monsterroU"...Aimee Cronin
..hang with Calvin in the LBC...Colleen and Danielle
..hear a brogue accent at 4 a.m...Danielle Deraney
..moon a lightning flash...Aimee Cronin
..WEBE, 24-7...Danielle Deraney
..eat KFC in the secret spot...Colleen and Danielle
..Blade to Starship...Colleen Mooney
..say "we're here to save you"...Aimee and Danielle
..stop, drop, and roll off the tart cart...Colleen Mooney
..scream for Canadian fire...Girls' Dup A
..dance with a Santa mask...Jenn Mongillo
..regret not becoming best friends until senior year...Girls' Dup and Silly Goose
..forward roll over rocks...Danielle Deraney
..head foreign affairs for the basketball team...Jenn Mongillo
..take every class together...Jeaneen Terrio and Jenn Mongillo
..forget to look both ways...Alita McKinnon
..definitely be over in a few minutes...Jeaneen Terrio
..set the Silly Goose on firc.Jodi McCarroll
,„slide into home on the way to last call at the Grape.. .Danielle Deraney

GRADUATION PARTIES
Fortunafs Catering
"Add to your menu or let us do it all"
Call 371-6177
24 Hours a Day
Ask for a free brochure or pick one up at
Campus Center
Credit Cards accepted • Delivery available
"Serving Fairfield University Graduations for 23 Years"
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Most likely to...
..be curved...Colleen Mooney
..go without sleep until the year 2000...Jeaneen Terrio
..live off of pasta and rice forever...Alita McKinnon
..end up naked at the end of the night...Eugene White
..be a wiseass...Brian Czismadia
.."turn this mother out"...Kelly St.John
..drown in cologne...Southern Comfort
..be holding a So.Co. and coke...Kelly Stjohn
..lose a tooth in Cancun...Jodi McCarroll
..wear make-up...Southern Comfort
..drink beer out of a blender...Alita, Danielle, and Colleen
..have the worst Commencement speaker ever...Class of '96
..be the other woman...Silly Goose and Girls' Dup
..get into a bus accident in Cancun...Alita McKinnon and Jeaneen Terrio
..get burned by a cigarette...Kelly St.John
..have a wiseass showdown...Brian Czismadia and Alita McKinnon
..get into trouble in Cancun...Jeaneen Terrio
..be the commuter RA...Brain Czismadia
..do that dance when she's drunk...Kelly St. John
..meet losers...Alita. Jeaneen, and Jodi
..always be late...Jodi McCarroll
..be the next Barbara Walters...Jeaneen Terrio
..kidanap your kids...Kelly St.John
..become a professional colorist...Alita McKinnon
..move in mysterious ways...Jeaneen Terrio
..not keep a straight face when he's lying...Brian Czismadia
..say "hi" even if he hates your guts...Brian Czismadia
..talk to kids at McDonald's Play land...Kelly St.John
..sleep through anything...Brain Czismadia
..fall off his bed in Cancun...Brian Czismadia
..get caught by RAs hooking up.. Jodi McCarroll
..work for the lawfirm of Screwum, Goode and Have...John Felice
..take the bathroom door off the hinges while someone is in there...Melissa
Chandonnet
..get back with a boy...Beth Ann Schultz
..join the Marines to find a husband...Melissa Chandonnet
..be missing their light bulbs..TH 96
..have TH 96's light bulbs...Mary Thompson, Jill Tsickritis, John Felice, Kerry
Thomas, Melissa Chandonnet
..end up in prision...Tony Morello
..meet Sat m on the Ouji board...Tony Morello
..dance on coffee tables...Dolan 2 West '93
..die of lung cancer from second hand smoke...Kerry Thomas
..become a Coke advertsier...Pete Mooney
..eat mac and cheese on the lounge floor at 3am.. Julie Charsky
..wear a collande on her head...Kerry Thomas
..steal Archie Moore's pumpkin...Jill Tsickritzis
..be corrupted by Mary Thompson..Jill Tsickritis
..take a dive while stealing a pumpkin...Pete Mooney
.."let it linger".. Jen Morris
..eat stuffing while under the influence..John Felice
..date someone named Fred..John Felice
..pee in a hot tub in Miami Beach.. John Felice and Jill Tsickritis
..sink a rowboat in the middle of the lake...Matty Callaghan, Tony Morello, and
Chris DePalma
..abandon the sinking boat and his friends...Tony "save my own ass" Morello
..hook up at a class reunion...Ashlee Amoroso
..be a housewife with 12 kids...Kathleen Coffee
..lose an article of clothing...Lauren McTiernen
..buy out J.Crew...Tracey Kalemba
..try every bar in Boston in one night.. Jill Lombardo
..pee on B.M.W.'s with cute guys in Boston...Pam Giacchi
..play dirty Jenga...Tracey Kalemba
..get caught listening to the radio and watching TV when neither are turned
on.. Jeannine Castagna

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
L9^%ll classes begin 4/27
^^Mwl^%ll classes begin 5/4
Get info on the area's best test prep.

800/2-REVIEW, ext. 27
TPR is not affiliated with Princeton U. or ETS.

We Score More!
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Most likely to...
..receive Mr. Excitement of the year award...Dan
Rynkar
. .be committed after his CDs are turned upside down. ..Matt
Spero
..meet many special friends throughout his life-when he
finally gets a life...Joe LaFerlita
..have fun on a highway(HH)...Tony Lombardino
..open a massage parlor...Steve Smith
..leave her camera behind.. Jessica Nutley
..be overheard while talking about someone...Linda
Scerrato
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..hook up with a blanket man...Suzanne Gildea
..start a kitchen fire...Diana Cerretani
..meet a man on the Internet...Laura Setteducate
..bang on the door...Nick Uribe
..need help chewing...Diane Drennan
..be arrested for hanging with Elmo...Pete Holowesko
..cause trouble while thinking she's an angel...Tracy
Kristoff
..oust Chris Berman from ESPN...Dan Martin
..turn into a monkey...Tracy Kristoff
..own a potato chip company...Angela Giardina
..fall while dancing...Rosanne Salonia
..own her own radio station...Ashlee Amoroso
..break her leg playing frisbee...Tracey Kalemba
..have six children.. Jill Lombardo
. .star in the Wendy's commercial for big eaters.. .Mary beth
Luczak
..be a housewife...Pam Giacchi
..buy out Super D's...Kathleen Coffey
..have stock in Dairy Queen...TH 22
.. own Great Adventure...Tracey Kalemba
.. write her own "Bartenders' Bible"... Kathleen Coffey
..break down the door while closing it...Tracey Kalemba
.. marry Guy Smiley.. Jill Lombardo
..outstay their welcome...TH 126
..have a million pictures taken of him by Jenn and
Jeaneen...Dan Martin
. .be a dancing queen with the famous dance "Double
Time"...Melissa Mongillo
..lie about what time he'll finish his section...Dan Martin
..never clean the floor of his car...Mark Fusco
..live off of Tombstone pizzas the rest of his life...Phil
Renne
..have the cutest Beirut table...TH 57
..sue the Mirror because of their carpal tunnel
syndrome...Melissa Mongillo and Lisa Boutwell
..never work for the Postal Service.. Jessica Nutley
..finish art projects at dawn...Veronica Dugas
..study for anything and everything...Lynn Plourde
..become world-famous magazine writers.. Jessica Nutley, Mark Fusco, Greg Sheehan, Phil Renne, and Dan
Martin
..never make it to Manwich night...Allison West
..get a remote control permanently welded to her
hand...Jessica Nutley
..take five years to find a job.. Jessica Nutley, Jeaneen
Terrio, Nicole Rivard, Andrea Mattei, Dan Martin,
and Mark Fusco
..have unusual artwork hanging on the walls...TH 72
..look for a late-night debate in the townhouses...Kandy
Belcher
..be a safety inspector...Melissa Mongillo
..prank call people when she's bored...Lynn Plourde
..do cartwheels in public places...Lynn Plourde
..bring home food from freshman year.. Jessica Nutley
..live on an island made of coffee...Mary Noll
..take US 1 to Homestead...Mary O'Flynn, Denis
Maloney, Laurie O'Shea
..be stranded at the Tappan Zee Bridge in
rainstorm...Denise Maloney
..breed golden retrievers for a living...Laurie O'Shea
..base her life on "When Harry Met Sally"...Laurie O'Shea
..get in a bar brawl...Laurie O'Shea
..fester in the Baked Potato the rest of their lives...Kelly
McGrath, Laurie O'Shea and Denise Maloney
..have a concrete plan foraftergraduation...Denise Maloney
..march on Washington...Mary O'Flynn
..become a New York cab driver...Mary O'Flynn
..speak in a Jogues accent after two glasses of red
wine...Denise Maloney
..go through four more cars by the time she's 25...Denise
Maloney
..be found dancing to "Midnight Train to Georgia"...Kelly
McGrath
..be "outta here by 8, no later than 8:15"...Kelly McGrath
..drive the last leg to Key West...Mary O'Flynn
..become a dishwasher at a greasy spoon...Denise Maloney
..smell like mothballs...Kelly McGrath
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In hindsight, she cites love
What I've learned at Fairfield University
Jennifer Lee Fanning
Staff Writer
College is more than Socrates and Sylvia Plath.
College is an introduction to the crazy philosophy or "real
life."
Fairfield University has taught me that:
• Protesting gets you nowhere. I've accrued $250
worth of fines over the years for refusing to purchase a
parking sticker on the grounds that I was pumping thousands
of dollars into the University already. But, alas, I admit
defeat. I'm broke.
• After graduation, I will never take a math course
again. Calculus is a variable that can just factor itself out
of my life, thank you. Down with derivatives. However,
best friends are constant. They remain in your life, no
matter what. Even on bad hair days.
• The freshman "10" was really a myth. It was
more like 20.
• The best way to celebrate your undergraduate
liberation/23rd birthday is to travel through Ireland with
your best friend. Let her buy the Guinness.
• Naivete will get you nowhere. Everyone does
not have your best interests at heart. It is up to you to
protect your goals.
• Maturity strikes when you realize that the guy
who filled your locker with candy in high school, could be
more than just a friend - he could be marriage material.
Four years and $60,000 later, the most important
thing I've learned in college is that there's no such thing as

"love at first sight." Love begins over greasy cheeseburgers,
late-night phone conversations, and winning roles opposite
each other as Katherine and Petruchio in Shakespeare's
Taming of the Shrew. It's about laughing over mangled
Latin translations, Valentine's Day love poems, birthday
treasure hunts and Meatloaf concerts.
Love begins and ends with three little words: "my
best friend."
Most importantly, it's about having a sense of
humor.
"I love you," I said to my boyfriend, a.k.a. "my best
friend," Walter.
"Don't you think you should cite that?" he asked.
"Not funny," I said.
But I laughed anyway.

Graduating at 24
Dixon Downey
Staff Writer
Most college seniors graduate at twenty-one or
twenty-two years of age. As a twenty-four year old senior,
it took me six years to complete my college studies. I failed
out of my freshman year at Hampden Sydney College
because I drank a lot of beer and I did not attend my classes.
I then took a year off to see a little bit of the world before
I resumed my college studies at Fairfield University.
From what I have heard from my graduating class,
most people are looking forward to finishing college,
although they will miss their friends and are nervous about
the job world. As the long over-due graduation approaches
for college seniors, simply looking forward to graduating
does not fully describe my feelings. As I watch my friends
get married and buy furniture from The Pottery Barn for
their apartments, I grow anxious to start my own life.
However, I do not forget that I owe a great deal to
Fairfield University, since it allowed me a second chance
to prove myself academically. I also feel indebted to my
professors, for having taught me the satisfaction of studying
past cultures and other people's thoughts. Although I am
Episcopalian, the Jesuit ideal has giving meaning to my
studies. Professors such as Father Regan opened my eyes
to the incredible responsibility of being human.
I must say that I feel a little out of touch with my
classmates. Not only am I a commuter, but as I mentioned,
I am also a bit older. I do not know if I am more mature than
my classmates, only further along in certain aspects of life.
I have attended keg parties in the past. I found myself
irritated that I had to get in line for some flat, cheap beer.
A couple of years ago I would have been happy to drink
Natural Light until the break of dawn. But now, I am in the
FriendslMelrose Place age group, where you are supposed
to sit down in some trendy club or restaurant to drink exotic
ales. Although I do not watch either of these shows, it is
funny how these pressures are exuded on you.
If you have not already, you too will soon be
entering that twenty-something age group that I am now a
part of. For twenty-somethings, it is hard to get people to
take you seriously, yet you have all of the responsibilities
of an adult. For instance, the cost of car insurance is still
astronomical, but your boss is unwilling to promote you
because he is afraid you will call a client, "dude." Landlords
tend to be suspicious of Animal House coming to their
properties, making it difficult to get a lease.
On the other hand, the first signs of age begin to
set in during your twenties. The topic of balding creeps into
your conversations. You reprimand your friend for not

putting their dishes in the dishwasher. You turn off the lights
and turn down the thermostat when you leave the house.
You get psyched when your mom makes curtains for you.
In your mid-twenties, you begin to associate with
people who are much older than you for the first time. This
can be to you advantage if you are challenging them to a
basketball game. However, older people are ahead of you in
life experiences. Conversations often turn into lectures
about what they did when they were your age, or what they
should have done. Older women also tend to become very
friendly with you. You feel like a freshman all over again.
There is an awareness that you are at the prime of
your life during your mid-twenties. Most of the latest bands
such as Green Day, Presidents of the U.S.A. and Oasis are
about your age. Sports starts such as Pete Sampras and
Shaquille O'Neil are both twenty four. Super-models such
as Claudia Shiffer and Niki Taylor also fall in this mid
twenties age group. But in five years, you will be thirty years
old, beginning your physical decline. A sense of urgency
pervades your twenties: the live it up now while you can
mentality.
Despite the positive academic experience I had at
Fairfield University, as a twenty-four year old, I look
forward to my own job, my own apartment and my own life.
I start my new job with M.W. Financial the day after
graduation.
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Us College People

Most likely to...

People who go to college are incredible. We live away from home. We go to class. We read and
absorb and are comprehensively tested on heavy amounts of various materials. We sleep very little.
Someone's always sick. Someone's always wishing they were somewhere else. Someone's always complaining.
We become attached to close friends. We smother each other. We lean too much. We think too much. We
talk way too much. We think of the past and want to be back there. We know we can't go. We all have our
own separate lives and families, backgrounds and pasts. We live totally different lives from how we used
to. We are frustrated, and although we sometimes want to give up, we never stop trying. We disregard
health. We eat awful food. We are forced to think about the future. We are scared and confused. We reach
out for things but don't find them. We try to sort our minds which are filled with studies, worries, problems,
memories and emotions - powerful feelings. We wander the halls looking for happiness. We wonder where
we fit in. We fall and get back up. We hurt 'lot. We keep on going, though, because above all else, we never
stop learning, growing, changing, and most importantly, dreaming. Dreams keep us going. And they
always will. All we can do about that is thank God we have something to hold on to.
- Lynn Fulginiti

Oh sure, it lOOkS intlOCent. But it could be
WIAr&Cl to a no-name company that has no QliallTlS about
overcharging broke college students.
So, calling card in hand, you dial 1 800 CALL AXT
and save yourself some miiCll-needed cash.

Dial 1 800 CALL ATT for ATKT Calling Card calls.
Always get AEKT. Never get overcharged.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice:

AT&T
Your True Choice

0 1996 AT&T

.have a six pack in the shower before going
out.. .Charlie Leo
. .always be late.. .Gerard Mihalo
. .trip and fall on campus.. Joe Laferlita
have three helpings of Sodexho. . .Jot
Laferlita
. .open a farm when he graduates. . .Mike
Jasulavic
.be locked in a trunk for hours. . .Al
Disernia
. .play the part of Mr. Mom when he marries
Matt Spero
.leave the scene at midnight. . .Charlie
Leo
.always have a buzz.. .Charlie Leo
. .be promising he will drink a keg.. .Charlie
Leo
. .be playing with his bike.. .Charlie Leo
.be beating his stick—drum sticks.
Gerard Mihalo
. .use the same paper for four classes.. .Dan
Rynkar
.be in the same classes together. . .Dan
Rynkar, Darren Sheehan, and Matt Spert
.have mom make him milk and cookies
and tuck him in for bed at night.. .Gerard
Mihalo
. .comb his hair before going to sleep.
.Darren Sheehan
. .wear the beige J. Crew V-neck sweater.
.Baked Potato
. .lose his accent after graduation.. .Eugene
White
hook up with a guy in a diaper. . .Dins
Ponte
.be at the make-up counter. . .Southern
Comfort
.become a Country & Western lounge
singer.. .John Schwarz
"hook up" for 3 hours on the dance flooi
at a club in Washington D.C.. .Kate Donla
and Chris Basta
become a D.C. comic book character.
.Rich Prisco
. .manage a Red Lobster restaurant.. .Kate
Donlan
. .stalk Billy Joel.. .Frank Riccio
.become a "toy-soldier" at FAO Schwartz
John Power
.become "The Fourth Tenor". . .Chris
Basta
.run over a jogger.. .Lauren McTiernar.
. .be a flight attendant.. .Lauren McTiernar
. .play Beiruit at their retirement home.
.Tim Delaney and Chris Halliday
follow Phish.. Jill Lombardo
.always be stressed out. . .Marybeth
Luczak
. .always be playing stickball. . .TH 115
. .pass out in a bathroom stall. . .Ashlee
Amoroso
. .hook up with someone from anothei
school.. .Ashlee Amoroso
. .get drunk off one beer.. .Laura Gunning
. .always be smiling.. .Matt Wilson
. .become a serial killer.. .Marybeth Luczak
. .be left in the road after a Chinese fire drill
. .Pam Giacchi
. .drink after puking. . .Ashlee Amoroso
. .have 2 fire alarms in one night.. .TH 126
. .never get married or have kids. . Jill
Lombardo
. .be in Gambler's Anonymous. . .TH 115
.be in AA.. .TH 126
.start a kitchen fire.. Jill Lombardo
.always be a collective unit. . Jill
Lombardo, Laura McTiernan, and
Tracey Kalemba
. .hitchhike 'cross country with truck drivers
. Jill Lombardo and Lauren McTiernan
. .fall on top of parked cars when drunk.
.Ashlee Amoroso
. .have 10 wives.. .Greg Hussey
. .join a nudist colony.. .Greg Hussey
. .be a golf bum.. .Chris Halliday
. .fall when walking in the sn ow. . .Katie
Conboy
.fall off bar stools at the Grape. . .Tara
Gardner
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Senior Prophecies

After a while you learn...
The subtle difference between holding a hand
and chaining a soul.
And you learn...
That love does not mean security
And you begin to learn...
That kisses are not contracts and presents are
not promises.
And you begin to accept your defeats
With the grace of an adult,
not the grief of a child.
And you learn to build all your roads on today
Because tomorrow's ground is
too uncertain for plans
And futures have a way of falling down in
mid flight.
After a while you learn...
That even the sunshine burns if you ask too
much.
So you plant your own garden and decorate your
own soul,
Instead of waiting for someone to bring you

In ten years...

flowers.

And you learn...
That you really can endure
That you really are strong
And you really do have worth.
And you learn...
And you learn...
With every goodbye, you learn.
- Anonymous
~\
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by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no
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Alita McKinnon will be^a firefighter
! Aimee Cronin will be living in a dirt shack in Ecuador
Brian Csizmadia will be a frustrated stand-up comedian
Jodi McCarroIl will still be contemplating med. school
Brian Csizmadia and Kelly St. John will be married with five kids
Colleen Mooney will be contemplating law school and living off Mr. Mooney
Jenn Mongillo will be hosting her first talk show with Jeaneen Terrio
Eugene White will have more ulcers than friends
Jeaneen Terrio will still be trying to fall asleep
Bobby Sullivan will still be using his father's name to get out of trouble
Dennis will return for Miami with a soda for Lana LoRusso
Sandy Bonmati will own a health food store
Tara Athanasiou will be paying someone to raise her children
Graziella D'Agata will have five kids, be coaching soccer, and cooking for all the neighborhoods within
a 50 mile radius
Erin Daugherty will be moonlighting as a pole dancer
Jen Arena and Lana will still be discussing the same guys and the same topics with different twists
Jackie Sullivan will be the owner of a Greek Restaurant
Graziella D'Agata will still be tanning
Chrissy Glaydura will still be saying that LaVallette is really cool
Darren Foster will be a guido again
Phil Renne will be living happily on a ranch with his two horses and wife, Jenny McCarthy
Greg Sheehan will be listening to Traffic while sipping Corona with lime
Jessica Nutley will still be trying to clear up all the Mirror's tax problems
Mark'Fusco will be the eater of McDonald's trillionth hamburger
Melissa Mongillo will take over when Miss Manners retires
Allison West will still be at Glee Club practice every Monday
Steve Borla will be Calvin Klein's newest underwear model
Joe Davis will set the record for the longest shower ever taken
Kandy Belcher will be an accountant by day, disco queen by night
Melissa Mongillo will be living in a cave somewhere in Montana with her paleontologist husband as a
political analyst and nurturing mother of twelve
Lisa Boutwell will be living in her dream city with tons of creative kids and a whole floor of pets...and
sharpened pencils!
Ron Taylor will be the first shirtless ambassador to Japan
Greg Sheehan will be the Freelance Journalism teacher at Fairfield U.
Sally Piervincenti and Tom McCarthy will still be drifting
Dan Martin will be editor-in-chief of Equestrian Monthly
Liz Tucker will be taking Europe by the Bloatish and will own the bistro
Grade Pines will be lap dancing her patients back to life and dating "Frank"
Manny Hippolato will no longer smell like garlic
Victoria Quinn will be on a psych unit and loving it
Maggie Smith will be making a comeback as Janis Joplin
Shannon Walsh will tell the truth about her relationship to Caitlin and use her MBA to market brownies
Laura Mosiello will be surviving on fluffernutters and still whining
Ken Oliver will still be using the same towel
Erin Daugherty will hopefully not be married to Joe
The gang will be reuniting at Rum Runners in Key West
Joe Franger will have at least ten kids
Laura Shannon will be married to a wonderful man whom she definitely hasn't met yet
Christy Schwarz will be married to Ken and Ollie and will have learned how to cook
Wall Dope and Bob will be married
The Rimala, Last Resort and Lighthouse will have a reunion at Alan's Acres
Cathy Zonsky will be a locksmith
Tanya Ligos will finally finish the story she started in Septmenber
Kerry Cecere will have turned a chemistry lab into a nuclear holocaust
Miki Litchfield will be a world famous cartoon voice
Julie Dunbar will get her windshield wiper fixed
Antonio D'Aria and Vanessa Ribaudo will still be looking for a place in the research lab for that dam
incubator
Stephanie Reel will still be looking for something to wear
Julie Dunbar will own the monopoly on Pepermint Patties
Vanessa Ribaudo will be getting a kick out of telling her patients, "Now turn to the right and cough
please"
Victoria Quinn will still be looking for her wallet
Mia Ianessa will be married and still hooking up with Bobby Sullivan
Laura Shannon will still be in a love/ hate relationship with Weeda
Liz Caledonia will be married to a trailer park hot pomo star
Shannon Walsh will be married to a man with a ten gallon hat
Stephanie LaCerda will still be pursuing Bill
Shannon Walsh will still have single-handedly balanced the federal budget
Laura Mosiello will be raising 30 cats
Stephanie LaCerda will be taking her children to school in the Partridge touring bus
Damon Daulerio will be a part-time pomo photographer
Kelly McGrath will be found at a rave in Brooklyn
Laurie O'Shea will be an LSAT instructor at Stanley Kaplan
Denis Maloney will go to APEX Tech to specialize in windshield wiper repair
Veronica Dugas will have her artwork banned by Jesse Helms
Lynn Plourde will learn to pronounce her "r's"
Phil Golden will be lead guitarist for the revival of Saigon Kick
Victoria Quinn will actually remember to shut off stove burnes and shut the refrigerator door
Tom McCarthy will be married to Linda Cannon/stress pack lady
Franny Dowling will be getting deep pressure and be in a padded room, not just wearing padded clothes
Laura Gleason will be a mom with four midgets as kids
Ann Marriott and Tom McCarthy will still be commonlaw husband and wife
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Most likely to.
. .roll around in the mud.. .Tara Gardner
. .get caught by a green Camaro.. .Michelle Rabito
. .invent a better Miracle Bra.. .Dea Reece
. .shack up at the Blarney Stone.. .Brian Murray
. .buy share in Private Stock.. .Jenni Coco
. .become professional pyromaniacs. . .Maria Caputo and Jenni
Coco
. .own a tobacco field. . Jen McCarthy and Dina Ponte
. .attract losers.. .Maria Caputo
. .be on Solid Gold.. .Kristin Kelley
. .be a poster child.. .Kristin Kelley
. .pass out face down in a pizza box in a running car. . .Christine
Lindvall
. .get a car stuck in the sand. . .Maureen Fewer
. .design a new line of luggage.. .Lynette Sheldon
. .be thenext Martha Stewart. . .Maria Caputo
. .wear black silk boxers.. .Brian Murray
. .defeat Mike Tyson in a boxing match.. .Dina Ponte
. .guess a guy's height.. .Kristin Kelley
. .sleep in parked cars. . .Brenda Gagliardi
. .not need an intercom.. .Maria Caputo
. .get married.. .Nicole Incanno and Marco Barbaro
. .need surgery to remove the phone from her ear.. .Maria Caputo
. .mix emotions.. .Nicole Incanno
. .shoot while dancing.. .Jenni Coco
. .hang out with Urine. . .Maria Caputo
. .shatter glass with their voices.. .Dea Reece and Kristin Kelley
. .seek revenge on their landlady. . .The Blarney Stone and The
Wooden Seamen
. .put on the cape.. .Tom Racicot
. .be bald by 25. . .Jimmy Downey, Billy Connors, and Danny
Burgess
. .be Mr. Romance. . .Chris Chaffee
. .be a little angel. . .Dea Reece
. .end up in Key West working at Barefoot Bob's.. .Jenni Coco
. .become a pilot.. .Megan Graham
. .lose her glasses for pictures. . .Dea Reece
. .tell you to get out.. .Nicole Incanno
. .have a Foxhollow Reunion. . .The Blarney Stone and Kristin
Kelley
. .have a brother with the dance moves. . .Jenni Coco
. .be in every picture. . .Kristin Kelley and Jenni Coco
. .be on a roller coaster.. .Dea Reece and Brian Murray
. .try and call a girl from a tiny, crowded Irish bar in the Village. .
.Steve Smith
. .smoke cigarettes to impress a girl.. .Peter Holowesko
. .tickle someone's ivory. . .Frank Riccio
. .follow a girl off the Brooklyn Bridge. . .Terence Huvane
. .sing "Hey Jude" at a Russian tavern in French Canada. . .Matt
Junkins
. .be horny and hungry.. .Joe Laferlita
. .be working all the time.. .Darren Sheehan
. .light himself on fire while cooking dinner. . .Darren Sheehan
. .plant his ass onasofa in front ofaTV for hours.. .Darren Sheehan
. .use the pick-up line "Why don't you come back to my place tonight
and I'll drive you back in the morning". . .Joe Laferlita
. .skip class because his car is parked too far away.. .Matt Spero
. .have a conversation with a poster. . .AI Disernia
. .forget about graduation ceremonies. . .Matt Spero
. .blow up in front of a school official.. .Darren Sheehan
. .be the topic of a priest's homily. . Joe Laferlita
. .try to make Campus Beat.. Joe Laferlita and Dan Rynkar
. .be doing 75 on campus. . .Charlie Leo
. .pass out in the Quad.. .Dan Rynkar
. .take a shower with his clothes on. . .Al Disernia
. .go home on the weekends to visit with his mommy. . .Mike
Jasulavic
. .curse out Father Kelley on the phone.. .Steve Smith
. .sleep until 2:30 and then take a nap.. .Gerard Mihalo
. .invent the world's first Converse wing tips.. .Mike Joyce
. .go golfing when it's 150 degrees and drink "milky" water, again!.
. .Loose Cannon
. .be found in a duffel bag in Campion Hall. . .Maggie Weithers
. .say things that should stay in your head.. .Shannon O'Grady
. .hook up in a swivel chair. . .Shannon O'Grady
. .be on the phone to Brooklyn.. .Stacy Cahill
. .drive her husband to bankruptcy. . .Sue Louise
. .say "excuse me" to the stove.. .Kelly Smith
. .dance on tables. . .Shannon O'Grady and Kelly Smith
. .hang out with randoms on a boat in Puerto Rico.. .Margaritaville
. .drink his own urine.. .Rob Ahern
. .make a girl cry in the Sports Page.. .Ryan Taylor
. .kiss Thorburn the same night. . .Kelly and Sue
. .hook up with random alumni. . .Sue Louise
. .stand-up a friend for Dogwoods. . .Sue Louise
. .live in the Honeymoon Cottage 2 years in a row. . .Kelly Smith
. .sleep on the couch.. .Dana Matthews
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Most likely to...
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.fall doing a stag jump in front of the Grape.. .Sue Louise
.exchange hickeys with K.A.. .Stacy Cahill
.hook up with the girl who wore "the red sweater".. .Rob Ahern
.like pineapple.. .Stacy Cahill
.be out together. . .Margaritaville
.commit suicide on a plane during turbulance. . .Maggie Weithers
.put up a sign for lost toothpaste. . .Maureen Fewer
.be luggage.. .Lynette Sheldon
.be on the phone the minute the Grape closes.. .Clem Pascarella
.ignore the phone the minue the Grape closes.. .Tara Athanasion
.cook egg sandwiches for the beach at 3 am. . .The S**t House
.tell Darci Arnold she's got great shoulders. . .Tony Spinelli
.be missing socks after doing laundry.. .Liz Caledonia
.worship Neil Diamond.. .The S**t House
.think the UPS man brings cars.. .Liz Caledonia
.spill it 'til 6 am. . .Laura Shannon
.be drunk and deny it. . .Sue Sweeney
.throw that damn monkey out the window before we graduate..
Sandy Bonmati
.find the dead horse buried under Campion Field.. .Jessica Nutley
."Strap on the ol' feedbag". . .Greg Sheehan
.hit the Pick 6 at the Breeder's Cup.. .Phil Renne
.know the public's opinion on everything.. .Melissa Mongillo
.single handedly heal a third world nation.. .Steve Borla
.register 98.6 on a rectal thermometer. . .Kurt Hackbarth
.make the Ham Channel a national cable network.. .Allison West
.spend the rest of his life wearing the same pair of sweat pants..
Joe Davis
.not to be seen or heard. . .John Power
.be lynched by NOW. . .Dan Martin
.not show up on time for her surprise party. . .Kandy Belcher
.have a house that looks like Wild Kingdom.. .Lisa Boutwell
.hook up in Italy. . .Joe LaFerlita
.get spit on.. Jen Adonizio
.puke on herself on Valentine's Day. . .Kate O'Keefe
.spit shine his car.. .Joe LaFerlita
.be lost.. .Kate O'Keefe
.need a new futon after graduation.. .Margaritaville
.pass out in her car with a pizza. . .Christine Lindvall
.steal the bathroom door at Kelly's.. .Maureen Fewer
.hook up with chaperones at 196.. .Char and Sue
.pick up and move to California.. .Stacy Cahill
.live above the Spirit Shoppe. . .Shannon O'Grady
.hook up with a member of the Class of '97. . .Sue Sweeney
.accept change. . .Sue Sweeney
.have a napkin around her beer. . .Sue Sweeney
.be admitted to an insane asylum.. .Marybeth Luczak
.pass out. . .Ashlee Amoroso
.grab what he wants. . .Greg Hussey
.not remember. . .Lauren McTiernan
.be a dust bunny.. .Pam Giacchi
.be admitted to AA.. .Kathleen Coffey
.party all night.. .TH 126
.get a joke.. .Tracey Kalemba
.become a hermit.. .Laura Gunning
.get lost. . Jill Lombardo, Tracey Kalemba, and Lauren
McTiernan
.kill the collective unit.. .Kevin Donovan
.use the worst pick-up lines.. .Greg Hussey
.follow Phish for a living.. Jill Lombardo
.set a world's record for most outfit changes in a day.. .Anne
Carbaugh
be the first recipient of the Nobel Prize for Mathematics...
Shannon Walsh
.belch—Oops, burp.. .Mark Fusco
.have to apologize for Mark's gaseous outbursts. . Jessica Nutley
.be indebted to bookies. . .Phil Renne
.lose at Scattergories.. .Mark Fusco
.trip, fall, or bump into something.. .Kandy Belcher
.have her car break down and then be able to fix it herself.. .Lisa
Boutwell
.be asleep by 10 p.m. . .Kandy Belcher
.crave peppers at Dogwoods.. .Tara Murphy
.be the next CEO of American Express. . .Steve Smith
.be fired from a volunteer position.. Julie Webb
.end up in therapy because of "Yes, Carole Ann!".. .The Glee
Club Band
.tour with Metallica.. .Ashlee Amoroso
.eat breakfast at Tiffany's. . .Tracey Kalemba
.form the first pro stickball team.. .Chris Halliday
.break the glass ceiling.. Jayde Pryzgoda
.revive the Grateful Dead for an all star tour with Phish and Rusted
Root. . Jill Lombardo
.marry the nacho man.. .Marybeth Luczak
.become the best A & R rep to break new bands.. .Laura
Gunning
. .form the first support group for e-mail addicts.. .Ashlee
Amoroso
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. .be a bandit.. .Erin Durkin
. .have her own Jell-0 shot bar.. .Erin Enright
. .be heard saying, "If you wait 'til the last minute, it
only takes a minute".. .Erin Enright
. .be found impersonating "Irish Kevin".. .Ryan
Taylor
. .be the happiest person. . .Alice Dee
. .be overtaken by a contagious laughing attack..
.Noreen McGrath
. .always be a morning person.. .Mary Noll
. .be found at Mardi Gras every year. . .Tim O'Regan
. .impersonate Elvis.. .Greg Sheehan
. .be a gimp. . .Cheryl Wozniak
.. cook pasta bombed.. .Kristina Lobosco
. .be a "Harley Chick". . .Tara Cullen
. .wake up with a sweatshirt around your waist..
.Kristina Lobosco
. .say "Do you have a silk shirt I can borrow"..
.Chrissy Battinelli
. .wear a one-piece.. .Cheryl Wozniak
. .be a one-eyed Willy.. .Brenda Gagliardi
. .own a phone company by the end of her life.. .Eileen
Puglisi
. .get a moving violation for excessive honking..
.Eileen Puglisi
. .wear your new clothes before you do.. .Chrissy
Battinelli
. .flash the mayor. . .Jenn Nonnenmacher
. .smoke cigars.. .The Toolbox
. .borrow everything from the Toolbox.. .The Lobster
Trap
.. be a phone hog. . .Laura Parese
. .be MIA.. .Tara Murphy
. .be repetitive when she drinks.. .Lisa Ruh
. .put a woodpecker in your bed.. .Tara Murphy
. .own a Color Me Badd CD. . .Jessica Murray
. .get into drunken fist fights.. .The Toolbox
. .kick someone down the stairs. . .Jessica Murray
. .throw up every time she drinks.. .Katie Lonergan
. .end up in the hospital. . .Laura Parese
. .be an "exotic" dancer. . .Lisa Ruh
. .be playing Tetris. . .The Toolbox and Mike Ogar
. .headbutt.. .Dan Cook
. .pass out after two beers. . .Laura Parese
. .wear the same sweater every day.. .Hot Spicey
Cheese
. .talk in her sleep...Laura Parese
. .hallucinate when drunk. . Jenn Nonnenmacher
. .smoke on a treadmill.. .Katie Lonergan
. .have too much stuff to do.. .Chris Tucker
. .hookup in kitchens. . .Lisa Ruh
. .have 7 girlfriends at one time. . .Billy Kane
.. torture a suitemate.. .Tara and Jessica
. .block people in.. .The Lighthouse
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.. fly away with Dumbo.. .Lauren McTiernan
. .overflow a toilet.. .Marybeth Luczak
. .develop an ulcer.. .Marybeth Luczak
. .always be "the Gift".. .Lauren McTiernan
. .become a nun.. .Marybeth Luczak
. .lose at Foxwoods.. Jeanine Davanzo
. .meet the man of her dreams at Foxwoods. . .Savanni
Bun
. .fall down the stairs.. .Lauren McTiernan
. Join a commune.. .Jill Lombardo
. .fake a flying leap in the air.. .Tracey Kalemba
. .join AA. . .Jill Lombardo, Tracey Kalemba and
Lauren McTiernan
. .have car trouble.. Jen Carpenter
. .dance on the bar. . Jen Carpenter and Jeannini
Davanzo
. .host a dinner party for every holiday... "On the Rocks'
. .win the Boston Marathon.. .Alana Dunn
. .write a novel about her college experiences.. .Courtnej
Barker
. .skip a week of classes to go to Mardi Gras.. .You Know
Who You Are
. .be flipping burgers at Arnolds after they graduate.
.Chelsea Oneglia and Trish Doran
. .own and run an adult video store.. .Andy Maynard
. .be the next adult video critics.. .Kyla Burke and Miguel
Colon
. .be the biggest pimp in the tri-state area. . .Nick
Popadopolous
. .be the greatest Latin lovers in the U.S.. .Hector Velea
and Mike Matthews
. .be the next Charles Manson.. .Von Potter
. .have all male bridesmaids at her wedding.. .Kyla Burkt
. .be voted the sexiest pizza delivery man.. .Andy Maynard
. .believe everything she hears.. .Kyla Burke
. .be the most believable liars in the U.S. . .Nick
Popadopolous and Miguel Colon
. .be the source of all E-mail chain letters.. .Von Potter
. .become a sex therapist on a talk radio show. . .MB
Elledge
. .win the Nobel Peace Prize.. .Maria Santomauro
. .buy a cow when she buys a house in Ohio. . Heather
Knight
. .carry a security blanket (spanky) down the wedding
aisle.. .Meg O'Keefe
. .become a physical therapist, a psychologist, and i
college professor in one lifetime.. .Kristin Schweizer
. .become a bio professor.. Alyson Mangini
. .never pay $18 for lunch at Archie Moore's. . Jot
Laferlita
. .fall out the door of Jogues in the snow.. .Holly Falvej
. .take a trip to "the border".. .Michele Kozloski
. .always be smiling.. .Melissa Finn
. .make friends with complete strangers.. .Nicole Gingra
. .set the recordfor attendance at the Grape.. Jen Emerson
. .talk your ear off.. Julie Zink
. .come up with random thoughts.. .Alicia Poucher
. .cook for an army.. .Christine Kassab
. .dance on a table.. .Diane Wood
. .do the chicken dance.. .Tom Racicot
. .change majors.. .Ken Ludovico
. .become a budding entrepreneur.. .Rob Kirk
. .break a bed/boxspring.. .Adam Dooley
. .play the same song continuously.. Julie Zink
. .open a winery.. .Alicia Poucher
. .eat cheese.. .Brian Duprey
. .forget everything after a night of drinking. . .Gre§
Freeman
. .go to Foxwoods with his rent money.. .Ken Ludovicc
. .wear ridiculous sunglasses.. .Adam Dooley
. .inform you about the Marines.. .Greg Freeman and Jot
Militello
. .make omelets.. .BFNH
. .plan 29 years in advance.. .Christine Kassab
. .walk into a mirror.. Jen Emerson
. .yell "Surf's Up" on a crowded city street. . .Noreer
McGrath
. .answer to the name "Bear".. .Courtney Barker
. .be found keeping vigil at Kurt Cobain's grave site.
.Michele Kozloski
. .stay home and watch the Star Wars trilogy.. .Courtnej
Barker and Eileen Rock
. .ride her bike during any weather condition and any time
of day.. Alice Dee
. .remain a party animal after she graduates. . .Natalit
Shinn
. .philosophize at the Naut.. Jen Adonizio
. .forget her name is Michele.. .Chokey Kozloski
. .answer to the name Holly. . .Kristin Falvey
. .eat a stuffed pepper.. .Noreen McGrath
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. .dance all night.. .Alana Dunn
. .be a DJ on 103.5.. .Lorraine Marques
. .be the next Michael Eisner.. .Tara O'Donnell
. .get lost in a closet.. .Cynthia Donnelly
. .marry Michael Jordan.. Kristen Giordano
. .be the next Ace Ventura.. Jim "Fitzy" Fitzpatrick
. .never be able to get over it.. .Chris DePalma
. .wake up CAM by screaming "go, go, go". . .Tom
McCarthy
. .skip Loyola Singers.. .Art Burns
. .found in the Mezz.. .Steve O'Kane
. .call at midnight.. .Art Burns
. .have to hold Missy's keys.. .Art Burns
. .found in the game room.. .Art Burns
. .set your pillow on fire in graduate school. . .Cathy
Cusack
. .be the best friend you will ever have.. .Matt Callaghan
. .have very tall children. . .Leah Leonard
.. own stock in Zima. . .Rosie Schorpp
. .be overcome by invisible crumbs. . .Vickie Quinn
. .fully lotion up old men. . .Vickie Quinn
. .become the poster girl for Johnson and Johnson Baby
Powder. . .Vickie Quinn
. .be arrested for indecent exposure.. .Vickie Quinn
..regret taking on a fifth housemate...TH 54
..be the CEO of Nine West. . .Kristen Giordano
. .flirt and sleep with her boss. . .Lorraine Marques
. .wear bunny slippers to work.. .Tara O'Donnell
. .hook up with Diego and Lenny. . .Kristen Giordano
and Danielle Carter
. .think up creative lies.. .Kristen Giordano
. .believe them. . .Danielle Carter
. .marry Fitz. . .Tara O'Donnell
. .bear Fitz's children.. .Lorraine Marques
. .have a son with a leather jacket and a beeper.. .Lorraine
Marques
. .set her house on fire. . .Danielle Carter
. .have songs written about her. . .Trish Doran
. .do midnight sled runs.. .TH 87 and 96
. ."forget" to study for a Med/Surg final. . .Chelsea
Oneglia
. .luge down Bellarmine Hill. . .Chris DePalma, Pat
Murphy, Tony Morello, Matty Callahan
. .play harmonica professionally.. .Tony Morello
. .have a lifetime subscription to Campus Currents. .
.Leigh Hagan
. .have Stags season tickets.. .Molly McDonald
. .be your friendly neighborhood teller.. .Colleen Glavey
. .still have never had an alcoholic drink. . .Mandy
Hayden
. .become Dr. Braun. . .Liz Melly
. .be found with her head down on the bar in the Grape..
.Leigh Hagan
. .wear her big pearl earrings. . .Mandy Hayden
. .buy pump toothpaste. . .Colleen Glavey
. .still be trying to change her boyfriend's hair.. .Colleen
Glavey
. .have someone boil her bunny in a pot.. .Molly McDonald
. .own her own dairy farm.. .Jen McChesney
. .lay out in 40 degree weather.. .Liz Melly
. .want one more shot before last call.. .Leigh Hagan
. .wear a polyester leisure suit. . .Laura Mosiello
. .date George Costanza. . .Stephanie LaCerda
.. break the bathroom sink with Mr. Random.. .Shannon
Walsh
. .harass Pancho. . .Victoria Quinn
. .be mistaken for Sharon on "The Real World". . .Steph
Lacerda
. .dance half-naked at the Grape. . .Grace Pires
. .be found grinding with a Jesuit at Essex House. . .Liz
Tucker
. .not say hello to people he knows. . .Jim Carlon
. .choke on twelve Pixie sticks.. .Mark Fusco
. .hook up with a sophomore. . .Maureen Mooney
. .use a bottle of hairspray in one day.. .Tara Madden
. .be "the BEST" at anything.. .Beth Schultz
. .wear knee pads to the Grape. . .Julie Charsky
. .wipe out.. .Stacy Mica
. .be the only man at the Albino Frog.. .Dan Martin
. .have a "Love Den". . .The Albino Frog
. .wear a white sweater. . .Mark Reed
. .steal a blender, knives, toaster and cabinet. . .Spitting
Distance
. .read "Neuromancer" in bed.. .Tim O'Regan
. .plan '96 Nites at every bar in New York.. .Tara Madden
. .smell like Mike's Pizza. . .Albino Frog
. .be trash. . .Albino Frog
. .paint her face red.. .Beth Schultz
. .drink a Box-O-Winc. . .Albino Frog

. .tell Darci Arnold she's got great shoulders. . .Tony
Spinelli
.be missing socks after doing laundry.. .Liz Caledonia
.worship Neil Diamond.. .The S**t House
.think the UPS man brings cars.. .Liz Caledonia
.spill it 'til 6 am.. .Laura Shannon
.be drunk and deny it. . .Sue Sweeney
.throw that damn monkey out the window before we
graduate. . .Sandy Bonmati
.find the dead horse buried under Campion Field. .
Jessica Nutley
."Strap on the ol' feedbag".. .Greg Sheehan
.hit the Pick 6 at the Breeder's Cup. . .Phil Renne
.know the public's opinion on everything. . .Melissa
Mongillo
.single handedly heal a third world nation.. .Steve Borla
.register 98.6 on a rectal thermometer.. .Kurt Hackbarth
.make the Ham Channel a national cable network. .
Allison West
.spend the rest of his life wearing the same pair of sweat
pants.. .Joe Davis
.not to be seen or heard.. .John Power
.be lynched by NOW. . .Dan Martin
.not show up on time for her surprise party. . .Kandy
Belcher
.have a house that looks like Wild Kingdom. . .Lisa
Boutwell
.hook up in Italy.. .Joe LaFerlita
.get spit on.. .Jen Adonizio
.puke on herself on Valentine's Day.. .Kate O'Keefe
.spit shine his car. . .Joe LaFerlita
.be lost. . .Kate O'Keefe
.need a new futon after graduation.. .Margaritaville
.pass out in her car with a pizza.. .Christine Lindvall
.steal the bathroom door at Kelly's.. .Maureen Fewer
.hook up with chaperones at 196. . .Char and Sue
.pick up and move to California.. .Stacy Cahill
.live above the Spirit Shoppe.. .Shannon O'Grady
.hook up with a member of the Class of '97. . .Sue
Sweeney
.accept change. . .Sue Sweeney
.have a napkin around her beer.. .Sue Sweeney
.be admitted to an insane asylum.. .Marybeth Luczak
.pass out.. .Ashlee Amoroso
.grab what he wants. . .Greg Hussey
.not remember. . .Lauren McTiernan
.be a dust bunny.. .Pam Giacchi
.be admitted to AA.. .Kathleen Coffey
.party all night.. .TH 126
.get a joke.. .Tracey Kalemba
.become a hermit. . .Laura Gunning
.get lost. . Jill Lombardo, Tracey Kalemba, and
Lauren McTiernan
.kill the collective unit.. .Kevin Donovan
.use the worst pick-up lines.. .Greg Hussey
.follow Phish for a living.. Jill Lombardo
.set a world's record for most outfit changes in a day. .
Anne Carbaugh
.be the first recipient of the Nobel Prize for Mathematics.
.Shannon Walsh
.belch—Oops, burp.. .Mark Fusco
.havetoapologizeforMark'sgaseous outbursts.. Jessica
Nutley
.be indebted to bookies.. .Phil Renne
.lose at Scattergories. . .Mark Fusco
.trip, fall, or bump into something.. .Kandy Belcher
.have her car break down and then be able to fix it herself.
.Lisa Boutwell
.be asleep by 10 pm.. .Kandy Belcher
.crave peppers at Dogwoods. . .Tara Murphy
.be the next CEO of American Express.. .Steve Smith
.be fired from a volunteer position.. Julie Webb
.end up in therapy because of "Yes, Carole Ann!".. .The
Glee Club Band
.tour with Metallica.. .Ashlee Amoroso
.eat breakfast at Tiffany's. . .Tracey Kalemba
.form the first pro stickball team.. .Chris Halliday
.break the glass ceiling.. Jayde Pryzgoda
.revive the Grateful Dead for an all star tour with Phish
and Rusted Root.. Jill Lombardo
.marry the nacho man.. .Marybeth Luczak
.become the best A & R rep to break new bands.. .Laura
Gunning
.form the first support group for e-mail addicts.. .Ashlee
Amoroso
never be employed. . .Lauren McTiernan
never hear the end of it when he screws up big.. .Kevin
Donovan
. .never have a tolerance. . .Laura Gunning
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. .make a guest appearance on Baywatch.. .Phil Renne
. .mistake a voice on the other end of the phone.. .Jessica
Nutley
. .become Kevin Cassidy's Kato Kaelin. . .Kurt
Hackbarth
. .still be wearing Underoos.. .Gerard Mihalo
. .be working the night before a final.. .Darren Sheehan
. .get an A on a test he swore he failed. . .Dan Rynkar
. .tell his barber to take a little off on his back. . .Mike
Jasulavic
. .support Rush Limbaugh. . .Matt Spero
. .dislike constructive criticism about Tetris. . .Mark
Fusco
. .marry his cousin.. .Mike Jasulavic
. .sneak into Sodexho.. .Al Disernia
. .be in Lab on Friday night.. .Mike Jasulavic.
. .be praying for forgiveness. . Joe Laferlita
. .get lost finding the library.. .Matt Spero
. .take a bubble bath. . .Dan Rynkar
. .be drunk and deny it.. .Sue Sweeney
. .take home a greasy waitress from Foxwoods. . .Greg
Sheehan
. .lose $50 in five minutes at blackjack.. .Mark Fusco
. .win $50 in five minutes at blackjack.. .Jessica Nutley
. .discover Bluedini as the Miracle Drug.. .Brian Swain
. .get bed sores.. .Steve Borla
. .marry Wong.. ..Graziella DaGata
. .star in a porno. . .Erin Daugherty
. .be on the phone while the house is on fire.. .Graziella
DaGata
. .cry if her mom says hi.. .Nicole Rivard
. .sit around and talk dirty.. .Lighthouse
. .allow their house to be trashed.. .Lighthouse
. .cook dinner for the beach.. .Graziella DaGata
. .have a husband and a lover with the same name.. Jen
Arena
.. hear things at 3:28 a.m.. Jessica Nutley
. .open a pumpkin farm.. .Kelly Volpi
. .eat a Greek salad.. Jax Sullivan
. .wear black boots and nothing else.. Lana LoRusso
. .become a crack/cocaine addict. . .Graziella DaGata
and Dave Weeda
. .steal your empty kegs.. .Overlook
. .grab money.. .Overlook
. .give great therapy to each other.. .Lana LoRusso and
Jen Arena
. .teach an ex-housemate to fly.. .Seabreeze
. .make up nicknames for hookups such as Mole, Cat,
Files, D.C., Bl, B2, Pumpkin, and Feta. . .Lighthouse,
Guys Dup B, and Seabreeze
. .fall out of a window.. .Chrissy Glaydura
. .be partners in crime. . .Lana LoRusso and Erin
Daugherty
. .walk home from the Honeymoon Cottage drunk. .
.Lana LoRusso and Erin Daugherty
. .ask where Fazio is.. .Lana LoRusso
. .be recorded on an answering machine.. .Lana LoRusso
and Graz DaGata
. .eat a gyro and feta cheese. . Jax Sullivan
. .go on missions.. Jax, Lana, Missy, and Kate O'Keefe
. .be lubed up with oil or lotion.. .Lana LoRusso
. .love toes.. .Graz DaGata
. .hook up with someone who has the same name has her.
. .Erin Daugherty
. .hook up with someone gay. . .Amy Wallace
. .be a mistress.. .Nicole Rivard
. .become professional spies.. .Lighthouse, Seabreeze,
and Guys DupB
. .get married. . .Cliff Cristafaro and Gina Bocuzzo
. .lose her earrings at college, run in, scream, and run out.
. Kate O'Keefe
. .talk to themselves.. .Lana LoRusso and Jen Arena
. .hate Christmas Carols.. .Lana LoRusso
. .want full details about hook ups at all costs. . .Lana
LoRusso and Erin Daugherty
. .make and get prank calls. . .Lighthouse, Seabreeze,
and Guys Dup B
. .not get hit by a Scud missile.. .TH 145
. .to finish last in the Tour de France.. .Kurt Hackbarth
. .be a pit boss at Foxwoods. . John Berger
. .be surrounded by rods all his life.. .Greg Sheehan
. .have a fatal heart attack while meeting Tom Petty . .
.Mark Fusco
. .discover a cure for flatulence.. .Steve Borla
. .be the youngest partner ever at a CPA law firm.. .Lisa
Boutwell
. .schmooze his way to the top.. .Stephen Smith
. .back into a dumpster. . .Randy Belcher
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Needed, nominations for the 1996 Class Rep
on the
Alumni Association Board of Directors

Nominees should be willing to serve three
years, attend five board meetings each year,
and participate actively
in a number of committees.

Nominate yourself....
Nominate a friend...
Nomination forms are available at the
Alumni House, FUSA Office and Campus
Center Info. Booth

Return all forms to the Alumni House at
Southwell Hall
by May 8, at noon
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Bits and Pieces
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Attention alumni sons and daughters:

Each year the Fairfield University Alumni Association
hosts an Alumni Sons and Daughters Breakfast on the
morning of commencement. All senior alumni sons and
daughters and their immediate family are invited; invitations will be sent to your homes.
The following is a list of graduating seniors who have
alumni parents. If you belong on this list but have not
been included, (or are on the list but shouldn't be) it's very
important that you call Alumni Relations at 254-4280
today!

Andrew Behr
Michelle Borelli
Charles Conley
Kristina Conroy
Steven Coury
Jessica Flaherty
Matthew Geraghty
David Grella
Kurt Hackbarth
Matthew Hogan
Brian Keane
John Kelly

Matthew Kramer
Bridget Lombard
Andrea Massaro
Heather Micholovich
Timothy Murphy
Julie Nevin
Matthew O'Brien
Mark Potter
Michael Quinn
Frank Riccio
Elizabeth Tucker
Luke Wrobel

People. People important to you,
people unimportant to you,
cross your life, touch it with
love and carelessness and move
on. There are people who leave
you and you breathe a sigh of
relief and wonder why you ever
came in contact with them.
There are people who leave you
and you breathe a sigh of
remorse and wonder why they
had to go away and leave such a
gaping hole. Acquaintances
move on. People change homes.
People grow apart. Enemies
hate and move on. Friends love
and move on. You think of the
many who have moved in, in
your hazy memory. You look
on the present and wonder. I
believe in God's master plan in
lives. He moves people in and
out of each other's lives and
each leaves the mark on the
other. You find you are made
up of bits and pieces of all who
have ever touched your life, and
you are more because of it, and
you would be less if they had not
touched you. Pray God you
accept the bits and pieces in
humility and wonder, and never
question, and never regret.
- Unknown

. .have a "hooded warrior". , .Steve
Ragozzino
. .be left on the bathroom floor. .Dave
Weir
. .be flipped out in Cincinatti.
Ben
Haymes
. .win the library bet.. .Andrea Massaro
. .hook up with other people's friends from
home. . .Jackie Sullivan
. .be Charlie's Angels. . .Kara Henn,
Jackie Sullivan, Laurie Cain, Colleen
Wisniewski, Andrea Massaro
. .marry the same guy.. Jens Arena and
Bianchi
. .attract men with psychiatric disorders..
.Missy Martin
. .get awesome beads at Mardi Gras. .
.Jackie Sullivan and Laurie Cain
. .get a hat for a kiss. . .Brian Czismadia
. .wear polyester. . .Guys Dup B and
Seabreeze
. .be heard before seen.. .Jackie Sullivan
. .spread 596 rumors.. .Brett Marut
. .still be a guido in 30 years.. .Pete Vitalli
..be found eating flower cookies at
midnight...Cathy Zonsky
..befriend a salamander...Julie Dunbar
..sleep hunched over Indian style...Kerry
Cecere
.. be giggling...Miki I.itehf ieid
.. go to TH 116 to use the phone, get a
drink, go to the bathroom...TH 115
..be talking to eachother through the crack
in
the
wall
between
theri
bedrooms...Vanessa Ribaudo, Julie
Dunbar, Chris Halliday, Ian Cathro
..change herclothes 10 times before leaving
the house in the morning...Stephanie Reel
..try to get out of goiong on the "Tower of
Terror"...Allison West
..yell at you for dragging heron the "Tower
of Terror" TanvaJJeos
..eat tiarf Her meal Beiore its finished
:ooking...Vanessa Ribaudo
.complain about there being no frozen
yogurt...Kerry Cecere
.be checking out a guy in class, in the
:afeteria, in the mall, in Church...Vanessa
Ribaudo
.use a puppy to get to a girL.TH 58
have Ricki Lake as a bridesmaid in her
wedding...Erin Daugherty
.be living in Key West...Lana LoRusso
open an Italian restaurant...Grazi Dagata
be married...Billy Kane and Venessa
Senn
produce his own TV show called "Mr.
Franger's Neighborhood"...Joe Franger
star on Baywatch...Bob Stanley
be involved in a love triangle...Mia
[anessa
find happiness in California...Cha-Chi
Chris Lena)
.be giving Nine West discounts to all of her
friends...Erin Daugherty
.be doctors in private practice
:ogether...Amy Wallace and Rosanna
Earocci
.make people laugh.. Lana LoRusso
.cook an egg and cheese...Laura Shannon
.cry when Kentucky loses a basketball
game...Erin Daugherty
.throw a great party...Lighthouse and
Rimala
.be spacy...Liana Bicchieri
.sew something...Nancy DiConza
.like it better than cats...Greg Freeman
.to be yuppies, with 1.5 kids and a
log...Frank Riccio and Judy Ann
Bongiovi
.be a guardian angel...Angelo Rella
.comment
on
your
cooking
:echnique...Rich Prisco
.say something odd...Matt Hall
.do an impression...Frank Riccio
.say "What'm I doing"...Diane Wood
meet mormons, the deaf and old
"aimers...Nancy Lenehan
.dance to a Beatles' tune...Tony Morello
jnd Judy Ann Bongiovi
-j
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. .stive the earth by never accepting a plastic bag at a
retail store.. .Christie Destribats
. .be a closet drinker.. .Christie Destribats
. .be seen flashing a crowd.. Jessica Flaherty
. .keep Bertucci's in business. . .Christie Destribats
and Debby Evans
. .be teacher of the year.. .Maura Smyth
. .get whiplash while dancing.. Jen Connors
. .be arrested for credit card debt.. .Deb Evans
. .be mistaken for an illegal immigrant.. .Matty Callahan
. .have X-mas lights up all year long.. .TH 87
. .outrun a Fairfield Police cruiser.. .Tony Morello
. .drink Scotch.. .Trish Doran
. .go skinny dipping.. .Trish Doran
. .perform a strip tease.. .Chris DePalma
. .piss off the most people.. .Chris DePalma and Tony
Morello
. .pick up an Uno's waiter.. .TH 87
. .throw up during an 8 hour nursing exam.. .Chelsea
Oneglia
. .drink while being treated for an ulcer.. .Trish Doran
. .have their townhouse condemned.. .TH 87 and TH
96
. .flash in two countries.. .Chelsea Oneglia
. .be a homewrecker.. .Tony Morello
. .be taken out to dinner.. .Marion Barone
. .get pregnant by a stray bullet.. .Brett Hinds
. .be a non-practicing nun.. .Marion Barone
. .be pole-dancing.. .TH 87
. .have rings on her fingers and bells on her shoes. .
.Chelsea Oneglia
. .marry a "nice guy".. .Amy Wallace
. .wear Cover Girl makeup.. .Ralph Paolella, Eugene
White, and Bobby Sullivan
. .stay together.. .Sloan O'Connell and Drew Behr
. .own a tanning salon.. .Todd Bejot
. .have 10 kids.. .Graziella Dagata
. .stay friends.. .Rosanna Iarocci, Mia Iannessa, and
Amy Wallace
. .win a best lips contest. . .Mia Iannessa
. .become the next Unabomber.. .Mark R. Mahoney
. .become a self-help expert on infomercials.. .Thomas
Sciametta
. .be Thomas Sciametta's co-host.. .Stacy Doyle
. .have his own radio call-in show.. .Michael Allison
. .become a game show host.. .Chris DePalma
. .be in People magazine's top 10 best dressed people..
.Patrick Murphy
. .be in People magazine's top ten worst dressed people.
. .Patrick Murphy
. .to be able to stop a terrorist attack at Fairfield. .
. A ngelo Rella
. .become President.. .Mark R. Mahoney—God help
us all!
. .win the lottery.. .Annmarie LaRocca
. .publish her own dictionary.. .Annmarie LaRocca
. .hop on a train to Brooklyn at 1 a.m. . .Annmarie
LaRocca and Maria Varano
. .pass out on the toilet.. .Maria Varano
. .marry Tony Danza.. .Maria Varano
. .slide down a hill in a dress.. .Annmarie LaRocca
. .have runs in her stockings. . .Annmarie LaRocca
. .say "This is my favorite song" every time she turns on
the radio.. .Kate Barry
. .sing karaoke in a bowling alley.. .Kate Barry, Maria
Varano, Annmarie LaRocca, and Christine Lindvall
. .have a cake fight.. .TH 86
. .fall out of the top bunk.. .Maria Varano
. .fall, period!.. .Maria Varano
. .run a daycare for dogs.. .Kate Barry
. .open a House of Frames.. .Maria Varano
. .have a thousand hats, but never wear them. . .Kate
Barry
. .miss their housemate Kerry.. .Annmarie LaRocca,
Maria Varano, and Kate Barry
. .jump in the shower fully clothed.. .Tina Wieboldt
. .walk into town for a movie in below 0 degrees
weather.. .Annmarie LaRocca and Jason Shumaker
. .own only one pair of pajamas.. .Tina Wieboldt
. .eat a whole bottle of Garfield vitamins at once. .
Jason Shumaker
. .fall off furniture.. .Noreen McGrath
. .stand up and sing the Spanish version of "Should I
Stay or Should I Go". . .Wendy Petelle
. .write a book about sarcasm.. .Christine Brady
. .philosophize at the Naut.. Jen Adonizio
. .start a sentence with the phrase "I was thinking". .
.Kristin Falvey

. .introduce the rest of the world to Tip the Cup.. .Eileen
Rock
. .name their first child Leni Riefenstahl.. .Art Burns,
Allison West, Tom McCarthy, and Ann Marriott
. .be reunited by whipping out cherry-flavored chapstick.
. .Art Burns, Tom McCarthy, Sally Piervincenti,
and Allison West
. .get caught passing notes.. .Greg Sheehan
. .get stopped mid-stream.. .Greg Sheehan
. .have his name confused as a swear word. . .Mark
Fusco
. .say the "F word".. .Steve Xeller
. .laugh at a tragic death.. .Allison West
. .be arrested for arson.. .Art Burns
. .to break into song (Broadway, of course). . .Tom
McCarthy
. ."break the seal".. .Tanya Ligos
. .not have his presence known.. .Art Burns
. .be Glee Club "wallflowers". . .Allison West and
Debbie Beyer
. .be a librarian.. .Luke Wrobel
. .put "up the wall".. .Tom McCarthy
. ."wax Goofy's ass".. .Tom McCarthy
. .get a BK Big Fish.. .Allison West
. .make a rude comment about the Big Fish. . .Tom
McCarthy
. ."protest".. .Allison West and Sally Piervincenti
. .be super silver girl with another couple. . .Chrissy
Loftus
. ."win" over rockstars.. .Audrey Bellezza
. .get thrown out of the Grape on her birthday.. .Maura
Kenney
. .move to Stamford, share a 4x4 with her husband, be
a "society" mom, and then lose it all at Foxwoods. .
.Lynn Jacobowski
. .lead Dance Party USA.. .Bethany Wind
. .be three blind mice.. .Audrey, Rachael, and Chrissy
. .not develop boyfriend disease. . .Rachael Rowley
. .play Flip the Cup with Joel and the Pump King. .
.Audrey and Rachael
. .be the only accountant to also own a bar.. .Chrissy
Loftus
. .ride the Mayor's bike into Claver wearing red jeans.
. .Erin Sullivan
. .bring up the subject of sex at a dinner party.. .Lynn
Jacowboski
. .hit you with love strikers.. .Maura Kenney
. .sell hot dogs. . .Rachael, Maura, Lynn, Audrey,
Bethany, Erin, and Chrissy
. .be the only stag to beat up a peacock. . .Chrissy
Loftus
. .be Michael Jackson's next wife.. .Bethany Wind
. .star in her own "cool" Aaron Spelling TV show. .
.Audrey Bellezza
. .be the first one up and the last one out. . .Rachael
Rowley
. .have the ultimate ski-bunny, snowboarding, Stratton
weekend.. .Shangri-La
. .disappear and be found by friends.. .Mike "Waldo"
Allison
. .subscribe to Resort Club's International Magazine..
Mike "Waldo" Allison
. .dominate liberal thinktanks.. .Beth Ann Schultz
. .be heard talking to the Mirror on the Wall. . .Tom
"Good Looking" Sciametta
. .win the Emmy for Best Director.. .Sean Leahy
. .be best story teller.. .Pat Murphy
. .own 51% of the University wihin five years of
graduation.. .Tom Sciametta
. .have the best cheeks.. .Stacey Doyle and Al Kiernan
. .be Point Proprietor.. .Ben Cawley
. .seek refuge in Alaska.. .Ben Cawley
. .knock Clapton off the charts.. .Terence Huvane
. .be Conseliari forthe Major Families.. .Chris DePalma
. .wed "Chicago Women".. .Sean Fitzpatrick Leahy
. .be favorite ER lookalike. . .Mike "Dr. Green"
Allison
. .be Big Bird lookalike.. .Dianne Ugolick
. .infiltrate Bellarmine and successfully kidnap APK..
.Angelo Rella
. .dance with coatracks. . .Stacey Doyle, Allison
Kiernan, and Dianne Ugolick
. .keep Main Hing in business.. .Mike Allison
. .break the soundbarrier on the Merritt. . .Thomas
Sciametta
. .organize sleepovers.. .Scott Lowder
. .drive the speed limit.. Jill Koritko
. .need "Neutra Air" when she leaves.. .Donna Watson
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Most likely to...
. .own a sunflower patch.. .Meredith Grant
. .play cards in the convent.. .Kelly McTeague
. .attack a guy on the dance floor at Fat Tuesdays. .
.Claudine Stark
. .slap a Richard. . .Dina Mabli
. .get caught drinking Zimas in California.. .Scott Hoffman
. .have the best reason to say "Don't go there". . .Kelly
McTeague
. .be "riding" a UFO. . .Meredith Grant
. .get the Asian Flu.. .Meredith Grant
. .dance with a lamp.. .Claudine Stark
. .call her boyfriend 27 times.. .Jill Koritko
. .own stock in a leather belt company. . .Tom Racicot
. .star in the next soap opera.. .Guys Dup A
. .coordinate a "discussion".. .Dina Mabli
. .be late to her own wedding.. .Danielle Spinney
. .not need a megaphone.. .Donna Watson
. .have an affair with Dr. Lee. . .Jill Koritko
. .be a "nag" for 4 1/2 years.. Jennifer Gutierrez
. . eat a bologna sandwich. . .Jennifer Gutierrez and
Dina Mabli
. .smoke with one of her students.. .Charlene Carabello
. .own "O'Keefe Cadillac".. .Nicole LaHaise
.. be jealous of a Whopper Jr. with cheese and a Diet Coke.
. .Kelly McTeague
. .be found on a tractor in Cancun.. .Jill Koritko
. .play "15" on the bus.. .GD 24
. .do a split on a Beirut table.. .Maureen Fewer
. .be a Providence Lady Rugger.. .Jen Gutierrez
. .parade around with BK crowns on their heads. . Jill
Koritko and Jen Gutierrez
. .live next door to each other when they get married. Jill
Koritko and Jen Guttierez
. .find a boyfriend lookalike.. Jill Koritko
. .have "Breakfast at Tiffany's". . .Scott Hoffman and
Jen Guttierez
. .be hit with a rubber band in the head. . .Charlene
Carabello
. .need a hearing aid.. .Donna Watson
.. marry a man named Brian.. Jen Guttierez
. .be a "Fighting Irish".. .Dina Mabli
. .own the Grape in 10 years. . .Kelly McTeague
. .give fruit roll-up lessons.. Jen Guttierez
. .become "Mrs. Cheese".. Jill Koritko
. . own the "Dapper Dog".. .Claudine Stark
. .blow up the bathroom. . .Phil Golden
. .have been a cat in a previous life.. .Rika Kurdyla
. .spill popcorn at the movies.. Jen O'Neil
. .ask you how your bile is. . .Susan Prusak
. .sing backup for ABBA. . .Ed Siuda
. .not sleep for two months straight in graduate school. .
.Chris Calienes
. .hang up pictures of herself from the 1970s...Veronica
Dugas
..slide on the ice into a parked car.. Jessica Nutley
..sneak into Sodexho...Doug Madden
..talk about obscure bands...Dan Bettinger
..be found at an Ominous Seapods concert...Alice Dee,
Melissa Fin, Dan Bettinger
..wear a backpack...Dan Bettinger
..have a happy Friday...Alice Dee, Melissa Finn, Dan
Bettinger
. .be a bandit.. .Erin Durkin
. .have her own Jell-0 shot bar.. .Erin Enright
. .be heard saying, "If you wait 'til the last minute, it only
takes a minute".. .Erin Enright
. .be found impersonating "Irish Kevin".. .Ryan Taylor
. .be the happiest person. . .Alice Dee
. .be overtaken by a contagious laughing attack.. .Noreen
McGrath
. .always be a morning person.. .Mary Noll
. .be found at Mardi Gras every year. . .Tim O'Regan
. .have the condom masterpiece displayed in the
Guggenheim. . .Veronica Dugas
. .bargain with a Cancun taxi driver while stone cold
drunk. . Jeannine Raffone
. .have the world's biggest collection of miniature anythings.
. .Lauren Svitil
. .be looking frantically for Wendy's in a foreign country.
. .Gabrielle LaMarche
. .be found passed out in a hotel room doorway, pizza in
hand.. .Alyson Fins
. .write the longest articles in the Mirror in order to fill up
space in Campus Life. . .Nicole Rivard and Andrea
Mattei
. .have the best candle assortment on campus. . .Alice
Salem
.lose her head if it wasn't attached.. .Andrea Mattei

Campion 2 & 4, Honeymoon Cottage, walking to
Dolan, Domino's man, Giovanna's, Bleachers, Eli's,
cartwheels in the hallway, cheapies on Tuesdays,
meeting on the SNET line, the ball game, "It's Ricardo
the RA," house dinners, bonding, Breezy, Brooklyn,
roaring, oversleeping for clinical, Buttercup, class of
'97, sophomore week '95, late night calls from Italy,
"I never" freshman year, late night chats in Campion,
the Tavern, Dapper Dog, Malibu and O J., Halloween
'92, "Lady in Red," freshmen crushes, the futon, the
question game, Columbus Day '94, Shannon coming
out of her shell, waking Sweeney up, forgotten phone
calls, Italians, shopping, Puerto Rico, road trips to
Albany, Beastie Boys, Weezie, Sweeny's trips down
the stairs, "play with my hair," trolls in the closet, 3rd
and long parties...and all the other things we can't
Vr^emember
;
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Four down...and many more to go
Jessica Nutley
Editor- in-Chief Emeritus
One of my very first memories of
Fairfield was sitting in my new dorm room
looking through the 1992 Mirror Senior
Edition. I sat on my bed, turning page after
page of pictures of happy seniors. I couldn't
help but think whether or not I would be as
happy at Fairfield as all of these people. I
had only been at Fairfield a few days, and
had met many people, but had no idea who
I would be close to during my college
journey.
Well, more than 3 1/2 years later, I
can say that I am one of those smiling people
in the pictures. I wasn't quite sure what to
expect when my parents dropped me off that
September day (actually, it was more like
forcing me out of the car). It was extremely
difficult for me to make that step from the
comforts of family and home into the great
big unknown of college life.
A major factor in conquering that
unknown was joining the Mirror. I went to
the activities fair in early September (where
I picked up the senior edition) and signed up
as a news writer. The next year, I switched
to Arts and Entertainment because the editor,
Christine Folchi, was from my hometown.
In the middle of the year, a turnover in
Mirror editors resulted in Christine being
named editor-in-chief. She asked me to be
the managing editor, and I was very hesitant
about accepting because I didn' t really intend
to be involved in the Mirror beyond writing.
But, I said yes, thinking that an extra $25 a
week (yes, we get paid - now aren't you
sorry you didn't join?!) and some newspaper
experience couldn't hurt.
I enjoyed the Mirror so much that
for my junior year, I was Campus Life

editor. However, my thought-provoking, indepth stories on local and national issues
were almost always overshadowed by the
popular Top Ten list written by advertising
manager (and, coincidentally, my boyfriend)
Mark Fusco. But I'm not bitter.
Finally, we come to senior year,
where I battled Dan Martin ferociously (?)
for the position of editor-in-chief. Although
I had gotten some idea of what to expect
from last year's editor Laura White, there
were a few surprises; A ten year Mirror tax
delinquency springs to mind, in addition to
the weekly problems that inevitably cropped
up. If it wasn't computers that froze up, it
was a last minute ad that had to be squeezed
in,or someone angry about an article. It was
never dull on Gonzaga ground, that's for
sure. Actually, the good times far outweigh

the bad and I'm glad that I decided to break
the confines of being a staff writer into a
position where I learned to stand on my own
two feet. Plus, it looks great on my resume.
To my wonderful staff of Mirror
editors and writers, thank you for all your
hard work this year. This has been one of the
best years of the Mirror, and you should all
be proud of the part you played in it. Jeaneen,
Nicole, Andrea, Melissa, Kurt and Dan,
much luck and success to you, and yes, we
will all find jobs! Jen and Christine, good
luck next year -1 know you' 11 be great. Much
gratitude to Drs. Caster and Johns for their
help sorting out the humongous tax mess.
Professor Rierden, thank you for all your
advice on the Mirror and for being so calm
when receiving one of my frantic phone
calls. Your guidance throughout the past

two years definitely shows each week.
But the Mirror is only one aspect
of my entire Fairfield experience. I had great
friends to fall back on to let me know that
there was indeed life outside of the Mirror
office. My housemates Nika (roommate of
three years), Lynn and Jen were good for
many laughs - thanks for taking all my
phone messages! I also appreciated the open
invitation to stop by TH 57 (Melissa, Kandy,
Lisa, Anne and fifth housemate Shannon)
whenever I needed to de-stress. I'm glad we
became closer this year. Melissa, thanks for
lending me a needed ear, and I promise to
replenish your Chex mix. Greg and Allison
-1 hope you had fun as much at Foxwoods
and Disneyworld as I did. To those I didn't
mention, know that I do appreciate your
frienship
Mark, what can I say? I knew we
would be the best of friends since the first
moment we met in September, 1992, and, as
you already know, I'm always right. Thank
you for a wonderful three years.
And, finally, a huge thank you to
my family for their emotional (and financial)
support these past four years. It was rough at
first, but your faith in me was the catalyst to
stick it out. I love you very much and I hope
I've made you proud.
Well, before this degenerates into
complete sap, and because I still have to
finish laying out the rest of the Senior Edition,
I would like close with some advice to the
underclassmen who still have some time
left: get involved. Whether it' s in the Mirror,
FUSA, or some other activity, don't let life
at Fairfield pass you by. I guarantee that
some of the best times and closest friendships
come out of working toward a common
goal. Before you know it, this will be your
senior edition. What will your pictures show?
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Blue Light Special:
A four year experience for $80,00 and you get to keep what you've learned and your friends
Jeaneen Terrio
Managing Editor Emeritus
Money can't buy happiness.
Money can't buy friendship. Money can't
buy a career(well, not really). Likewise,
the money we pay to attend Fairfield doesn't
guarantee a real college experience. My
years here have taught me that you only get
out of something as much as you put into it.
If you coast through college without stopping to look around and get involved you're
not getting you're money's worth. Even
though part of you may be ready to move
on, it's not supposed to be an easy thing to
do when you've gotten so comfortable in a
lifestyle.
Sophomore year, when I sat in the
Mirror office and watched the seniors write
their goodbyes 2 a.m. before our deadline,
I vowed that when the time came, mine
would be done way ahead of time. However, after thinking about it for the last few
weeks,I realized that its just not easy to sum
up four of the best years of your life when
you really don't want to. It seems that
graduation has snuck up on me, and I'm not
sure if there really is a way to prepare
yourself for the reality of moving on until
you are faced with it. So here goes!
The Mirror has been an integral
part of my years at Fairfield, bringing something new every year. We attempted to
bring you a wide range of articles that dealt
with all sorts of topics. While some pointed
out that certain articles(especially my health
articles) were not campus related, thanks
for the tip, but the idea was to keep you
from living in a bubble for four years- to
bring universal ideas home. We hope that
we have been a source of information and
entertainment for you.

"Being your friend is probably one of the best things that
happened to me here, and it's
hard to imagine what it would
have been like without you.
I'll thank you forever for the
memories we've made and
those that are yet to come."
Melissa Amaya

_ The people I have met along the way
have been the core of my college
experience.Alita.Kelly, Jodi, Nicole- thank
you for four great years, but it doesn't end
here. GIRLS' DUP- thanks for all the great
times. Jenn - my other half. What would a
class or a group project be without you?
Danielle- "All By Myself." Thank you for
sharing everything with me! Col, Aim, Lisa"big curves." "Many have touched the edges
of my life through theseyears, but you are the
uncommon people who have made a difference in my life." Cheryl Hawinkinson.
Professor Rierden- you taughtme
so much about writing, reporting, and what
the real world is like- Thank you! Dr. Beth
Boquet- Are you sure I can'twork for you
forever? Thank you for everything. Mirror
staff- Jess, Nicole,Vanessa, Christine-it's
been great working with with you. Danthanks for all the laughs and always having
your section done so early every Tuesday.
Last, but certainly not least, thank you mom
and dad because I could not have done it
without you(and I don't mean just financially!).
Looking back, I can say I got a
pretty good deal these past four years. I
know that when I leave on May 19th, what
lies ahead may be difficult, but it's even
harder to leave behind something that has
been such a shaping factor of who I am
today. It's amazing how much your lfe can
change in such a short time, and how you can
leave somewhere you were only visiting
with so much more than you came in with.
What a bargain!
■
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Nicole Rivard

Hang on...the ultimate ride
is still to come
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor Emeritus

Up, down, whirling around-riding
on a carousel is something I always love to
do. It is my parents who have continually
supported me throughout my life starting
with my first carousel ride when they stood
beside me to make sure I didn't fall off. They
always take an interest in my goals and give
me their advice, but they allow me the freedom to make the final decisions.
The first time I was away from
them for a long period of time was when I
started my freshman year at Fairfield. As a
senior I know they"ll always be within reach
no mattter where I am. Now when I take that
carousel ride, they no longer have to go on
with me.
Like carousels and life in general,
college has had its ups and downs, but the
good times definitely outweighed the bad.
My family expanded literally(rhy sister got
married) and figuratively because of all the
different groups 1 became a part of, the
friends that I met, the teachers that taught
me, and the employers that I worked for. I
can't mention everyone's name and I don't
want to leave anyone out, but I can't help but
mention lectors, the Equestrian team, and
the Mirror. I am very proud to be a member
of the Equestrian Team, a team that is three
years young and that has achieved so much,
including a trip to Nationals in
California(Thanks Lisa and Kristen). To
describe Lectors and Campus Ministry, I
have to use a quote.
Piglet sidled up to Pooh from be-

hind. "Pooh", he whispered. "Yes Piglet?
"Nothing", said Piglet, taking Pooh's paw. "I
just wanted to be sure of you." Attending
Masses(especially Monday nights) really
helped me become more sure of myself, my
relationships with others, and even when I
wasn't so sure, I-knew there was a community there for me, not judging me, just accepting me.
(And I loved the quotes that Fr.
Carrier passed out!!)
Being on the Mirror staff has
opened many doors for me that has allowed
me to really get to know a variety of people
on campus and has helped me build confidence to pursue a career in journalism. And
despite the fact that most of the time we only
get feedback when someone is criticizing
us, I think we've done a great job. I'm going
to miss you guys!!!(Thanks Professor
Rierden)
It's funny that even though I'm a
writer I can't really find the words to say
anything in particular to my closest
friends(I've been going to school with some
of them since kindergarten). Because my
own words seem inadequate, I must use
another quote. This one is from a fortune
cookie. "One true friend is worth a million
acqaintances." Thanks everyone, you know
who you are!!! I guess I don't really need to
say much because goodbyes aren't forever..
They're not endings, they're just new beginnings. I think we're all still all headed for the
ultimate ride, and Fairfield, along with family and friends, has provided us with experiences that will enable us to hang on even if
its a bumpy ride.

This isn't real. It's St. Elmo's fire. Electric flashes of
light that appear in dark skies out of nowhere.
Sailors would guide their whole journey by it. But
the joke was on them. .There was no fire. There
wasn't even a St. Elmo. They made it up because
they needed it to keep them going when things got
tough. We're all going through this. It's our time on
the edge....
- St Elmo's Fire
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My final thoughts on Fairfield
Andrea Mattei
Assistant Campus Life Editor
Emeritus
Sitting here on my bed in Town
House 127, mulling over what final thoughts
I will leave in the Senior issue of the Mirror
, I realize that contrary to what I first believed,
I have many things to say. Now faced with
only a finite number of lines to fill on the
newspaper page, I wonder, "How do I cram
four years of experience onto one page—
pictures included?" In many ways, I still feel
as if I were that fearful and hesitant freshman,
just starting out in college only a moment
ago. But, here I am, faced with the foreboding
encroachment of graduation, less than three
weeks away. That four years
have passed, albeit so quickly, can't be
denied.I have volumes of texts and novels,
reams of essays and research papers, and
mounds of blue books, not to mention the
receipts of past paid tuition bills all totaled
enough to make my family sick at just a
glance, which attest to this fact. But more
importantly, I know that I am leaving
Fairfield better for the experiences I've had
here, good and bad alike.
I know that I insisted on not being
overly sappy in this, my final contribution,
but I can't leave Fairfield without articulating
some of my feelings. I will try not to sound
too much like one of those obnoxiously
long-winded acceptance speeches given by
stars on Oscar night ("And I'd also like to
thank...").
I'd first like to give some
recognition to Mom and Dad, for helping
me through what was, in the beginning, a
traumatic experience forme. As I got adjusted
to being away from home—even though
Hamden is only 45 minutes away—I
appreciate your putting up with the entire
range of emotions I've gone through along
the way. Most of all, thanks for encouraging
and supporting me in all the things that I've
decided to pursue, even when it's been hard
to let go. David, my brother, you deserve a

mention here too: thanks for being a familial
"pinch hitter," picking up the slack when
things get rough. Even though you're here
on campus too, you're always concerned,
but never too protective (as brothers can
sometimes be). Most recently, I appreciate
your being so helpful after 30 Nights—
definitely a record low point, right, Gabe, Al
and Nina?
Throughout these past four years,
I've found that while I've learned an endless
amount of intellectual knowledge from my
teachers, classes and homework, I've grown
just as much emotionally from my
experiences with my friends.
Jeannine—my oldest friend at
Fairfield—it's scary to think this is our
eighth year together, isn't it? We've come a
long way since our days of maroon and gray
plaid flannel skirts at Sacred Heart. If only
flannel was as big in high school as it is now.
Seriously, it has been great going through
college life with an old friend who knows
me so well nearby.
Lauren—where else but college
would I be able to make a friend from
Singapore? Remember sitting next to each
other in Madame Pacheco's continuing
French class freshman year? You were one
of my first friends here—you're still one of
my best. While it was fun to say I had a
friend from Singapore, I'm much happier
knowing you'll be within a realistic reach
from now on. Plan on us road tripping to
Virginia to see you this summer.
Alyson—what can I say, except
we have grown through so many changes
together over the past years. I remember
wondering how we could convince you to
spend just one weekend on campus. I'll
admit, I had a harder time sticking around
back then too. Now we're all panicking
because we don't have enough time left to
spend at Fairfield. I'm glad we've been able
to share all of our ups and downs together as
friends over the years.
Alice—My newest friend, but also
one of my best. All I can say is that I wish I

had gotten to know you from the beginning
of freshman year. We seem to have clicked
instantly, and I've only encountered a small
number of friends like that—I know we'll
stay close.
Finally, Gabe—my roommate of
four years—I know I will be lost without
you. You win the prize for putting up with
the chaos and disorder otherwise known as
my life. I could not have found a more
compatible roommate and friend if I had
been able to choose you myself. You have
proven to me, in my worst times, that I am
not abnormal or crazy, because amazingly,
we've shared the same thoughts and
experiences. In my best times, you've also
shared all of my happiness and excitement
with perfect understanding. If ever we can
get our life plans to coincide again, you
know I'll immediately be looking for you to
be my roommate.
I've also been lucky to have a
number of exceptional teachers while I've
been here, but I feel two are particularly
worthy of mention. Professor Kim
Bridgford, for sharing her love of writing
and literature with me—it's been so
encouraging to learn from someone who
visibly shares my level of enthusiasm for
these subjects in class. You've advised me
in the sometimes confusing and
overwhelming choices of my college career.
Thanks also for understanding what it's like
to be an overextended perfectionist who is
never satisfied with doing just the bare
minimum, but instead, is always looking to
do more, and to do it better. And of course,
Professor Andi Rierden, for helping me to
establish and refine my journalistic skills,
and for sharing your experience. The Mirror
has been one of the most worthwhile of my
Fairfield endeavors, and your knowledge
and guidance is greatly appreciated.
I will miss our Friday meetings,
but I know that with Jen's, Christine's and
everyone else's work, the Mirror will be
outstanding next year. Nicole—I know we
have shared some of our funniest—and most

desperate—journalistic moments sitting in
front of those computers at midnight,
Monday and Tuesday nights. I think we
have made a great editorial team and I'll
really miss working with you.
In September of 1992,1 didn't think
I would be able to wrench myself out of my
family's car, the prospect of beginning
college was so overwhelming. I felt like I
was a five year-old all over again, entering
kindergarten and unable to stop crying from
the recognition that I was on my own and my
mother had to leave. Similarly, I found that
once again, I was enduring another
installment of what is known as separation
anxiety. For all of the tears I cried that fell
onto the comforter of my bed in Jogues—
only Gabe can vouch for those for sure—I
now found myself misting up just the other
day at the thought of having to leave for
good. As I drove home to my house in
Hamden for the night, listening to Billy
Joel's "Famous Last Word's," on the tape
player, I realized that soon, I will drive home
for the summer, but won' t return to Fairfield.
Billy's right—it is always hard to say
goodbye.
Not to be depressing here, but I've
learned that life is a series of cycles. You
start one phase, and you think you'll never
be able to get through it. But you do, and you
get what you need from the experience. And
you move on, but you take what you've
gained with you. At Fairfield, I've gained a
sense of who I am as a person, what I want,
and what I'm capable of, and for that, I'm
thankful.
So, that's it—maybe this
sentimental reflection hasn't brought me
one step closer to creating an award winning
masterpiece of journalism, but it's gotten
the job done. Good luck, seniors. I'll miss a
lot of things about Fairfield—except the
lack of parking, Sodexho's food, my ant
infested, unheated townhouse, Residence
Life, the Registrar's office...oh well, scratch
that. At least I know I'll miss the people.

Alyson, Gabe, Jeannine,Lauren & me in Cancun
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Lauren and me showing off our balancing skill s
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Out in Left Field: The bottom of the ninth

Dan Martin
Sports Editor Emeritus
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I'm sure this is a very happy day for
most of you, senior or not. 40 times over the
past two years, students have had their
breakfast ruined by having to see my ugly
mug on the back page. I then proceeded to
ruin their entire day with the words that
followed. People seemed unable to realize
that all of those articles were written by a
guy who is merely a sports addicted moron.
I'm not a genius or an authority on anything,
so there's no need to get all fired up about
any of my opinions. After being bashed for
two years, both in print and to my face, I
have learned one thing: People from Boston
are very insecure and defensive. That's the
only theory I can come up with to explain
why every Boston native I know needs to
defend his beloved Red Sox or whatever for
seemingly hours on end. Now you know
why I keep joking about Beantown-1 really
enjoy seeing fellow classmates go nuts over
a trivial thing like a light-hearted article in
the Mirror. Anyway, Boston really is a
lovely little town.
Although at times I may have been
hard on Fairfield athletics, I feel that the
criticisms were fair. With the help of Gene
Doris, sports have made significant strides
here recently, but that doesn't mean
everything is perfect. Students and faculty
are fed enough sugar-coated stuff from the
University about how terrific everything is,
but not everything is terrific. The backbone
of virtually every sports program is men's
basketball and football. That's what people
want to see. For this reason, Alumni Hall
needs to be torn down and a larger, more
adequate facility built, equipped with a
hockey rink. Alumni Field has to be turned
into a place that is fun to watch a football
game and a tailgating policy must be formed
that allows students and townspeople to
have a good time. I'm not endorsing public
drunkenness- after all, the football team will

have enough staggering, uncoordinated
people on it for the first couple of years- but
it wouldn't hurt if the school relaxed its
enforcement of some of the rules.
There have been some positive
things that have happened in the past couple
of years with Fairfield athletics. The
women's tennis team is on the verge of
entering the national scene, due almost
entirely to head coach Jim Giachino. Every
coach at Fairfield should look at the way
Giachino runs his program, recruitment
through graduation, and copy him. Men's
tennis has also fared well, winning the
MAAC last fall. Women's basketball,
women' s soccer and men 'sice hockey have
all met with success. Best of all, however,
was the run at the MAAC title that men's
basketball had in March. After three years
of nothing but frustration and
disappointment, the Stags gave us something
to cheer about. Although the team lost in the
finals in an ugly game against Canisius, at
least I'll get to tell my kids that my school
was on ESPN. The tournament and NIT
appearance against Providence showed that
sports, more than anything else, can bring a
school together and give its students a unified
feeling of excitement. The reappearance of
football hopefully means that the
administration finally understands the
importance of a popular athletic program to
the overall success of the University. Since
Fairfield's heyday on the courts a decade
ago, our admissions standards have dropped
noticeably. While other factors certainly
have contributed to Fairfield's problems,
the role of athletics must not be discounted.
Whether you like it or not, sports are a major
part of many college students' lives. If
Fairfield refuses to cater to what a good
number of them want, other schools will.
Throughout my tenure as editor, I
have frequently spouted off about subjects
that I don't know much about and have no
business writing about. I have no more
sources or knowledge than anyone else. I'm
just another loser who watches sports because
he lacks the ability to play them. The only
difference is that Brian Keegan, obviously
under the influence of some foreign
substance, made me sports editor. Back
then I was a young sophomore who hadn't
become a bitter, sarcastic jerk yet.
With the opportunity given to me
by Keegan, I was able to address whatever I
wanted and that's what I did. Sometimes I
drifted away from sports and oftentimes I
didn't actually have a point, but I tried to

make the columns entertaining to both fans the sports staff. In addition, thanks to my
those that care about sports and those that entire staff who are forced to endure my
don't. Here are some final thoughts.
procrastination and general idiocy and make
The news of high school superstar my life a lot easier. Thanks to the rest of the
Kobe Bryant turning professional is very editors of the Mirror who have to sit there on
disturbing. Bryant is only the fifth player Tuesday nights while I swear and labor in
ever to jump from high school to the NBA, front of the computer until the early hours of
but he is the second in as many years. I don't the morning before I finish my section.
care how mature a 17-year-old you are, that Sorry, guys.
does not make you ready to be on your own
Finally, I feel obligated to thank
with several million dollars there to be spent. the people that have been the subject of
The NBA has to stop allowing this from many of my little anecdotes- my parents.
happening before they have a bunch of They are actually very nice, sane people
teenagers running around on the court, on who have had the misfortune of only having
their way to miserable lives after they blow one kid and it turning out to be me. They
out their knees and spend all of their money. invested $80,000 in me and now they're
Although the Yankees are hovering stuck with an unemployed bum. Better luck
around first place, they will not win another next time-whoops, I guess not.
World Series until George Steinbrenner is
I guess it's about here that I'm
out of the picture. I came to this conclusion supposed to mention my friends and all of
after being at Game One of the playoffs last that nonsense. But afterthe stuff I've written,
year and then watching them go up two pretty much everyone I know disassociated
games to none on Seattle, only to see the themselves from me and forbade me from
Bombers drop three straight in the using their names in this article. I can't say
Kingdome. Steinbrenner then hired Joe I blame them.
Torre, who probably would have had a losing
Well, that's it, kids. I'm tapped
season with the 1927 Yankees. George also out. I've had a pretty good time over the last
seems to have a craving for junkies, so I two years and I hope not all of you hate methink I might head out back to my old I'm not that bad a guy.
stomping grounds in the Bronx, do some
So, in the words of Billy Joel in
coke or heroin and see if I can fulfill my "Famous Last Words:"
lifelong dream of becoming a Yankee.
These are the last words I have to
Likewise for the Giants, there are
say
no Super Bowls in their picture until general
That's why this took so long to
manager George Young is ousted. He may
write
have saved the franchise 20 years ago, but he
There will be other words some
either became senile very quickly or he has
other day
no idea what free agency is about.
But that's the story of my life.
As unexciting as the Giants may
I avoided sappiness as much as
be, they are still better than the biggest joke possible, but it was kind of obligatory there.
in professional sports today- Major League
As we leave Fairfield, I have just
Soccer. Someone needs to tell the powers one more thing to say: Who the hell is Harris
that be that Americans don't like soccer and Wofford and why is he coming here? In all
they never will. For some reason, people the talks of potential speakers, I never heard
keep trying to force soccer down our throat. the name of the most obvious choice
Whoever keeps bringing this game here, we mentioned. Did anyone even ask John
don't want your boring sport. I played it for Denver to make the trip to Fairfield? You
more than 10 years, I understand the could listen to "Thank God I'm a Country
intricacies, the game is just awful to watch. Boy" and try not to have a good time. It can't
If you need to see it that badly, I think it's on be done. That would have been my vote, but
Channel 57 at 2:35 a.m. on Wednesdays. just like always, no one asked the dumb
The league will be gone by the year 2005, so sports guy and they messed up again.
To those of you who have read my
don't get your hopes up.
A word of appreciation to Vic articles and commented on them, get a hobby.
D'Ascenzo and the rest of the Sports You really need to find something better to
Information Department for putting up with do with your time. Good luck to all of you
my stupidity and disorganization, as well as and thanks for reading.
to the coaches and players who have been
gracious in giving their time to both me and

Portrait of a Sports Editor as a young man
Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
Having completed my fourth
campaign as staff writer for the sports section
of The Fairfield Mirror, it is a perfect time
to put my two years under the editorial reign
of Dan Martin into perspective.
Preceded by the jovial Minnesota
native Brian Marks and the celebrated Boston
scribe Brian "Doc" Keegan, Dan brought a
New York sports perspective and a unique
brand of cynicism to the back page.
While the efforts of Marks and
Keegan were admirable, Dan clearly took
the sports section to new heights and into
uncharted waters. His column served as a
weekly barrage of provocative opinions,
with heavy doses of humor and sarcasm.
Dan's analysis of Fairfield sports
was consistently solid and when he branched
out into the national scene the results were
always entertaining.
Ranging from the expected Red
Sox bashing to a vicious assault on the

Hartford Civic Center, Dan seemed to always
have something to say often with mixed
results.
His banter in the Mirror office even
earned him a "Quote of the Week" after
relegating the female editors to the "knitting
section."
A brief review of some of my
personal favorite Martinisms from the past
year offer a good look into the extreme
depth of Dan's sports commentary.
It was good to see Dan write about
boxing from time to time but his column
following Hoyfield-Bowe III truly crossed
the line. Dan referred to the defeated Evander
Hoyfield as "a babbling idiot" whose brain
was "about as useful as a clump of mashed
potatoes."
While Holyfield's oratory skills
may have decline a little in recent years
surely Dan could have cut him some slack
for not sounding like Cicero following a
half-hour of being pounded in the head by
Riddick Bowe.
In the same column, he referred to

Muhammad Ali, perhaps the world's most
beloved athlete of all time who happens to
have Parkinson's disease, a "walking
corpse."
Another gem was Dan's bizarre
revelation that "big time football is now
played mostly by drug addicted, illiterate
felons..." A sweeping generalization to say
the least but Dan often painted his targets
with a broad brush.
More recent fare was equally
noteworthy such as his ill-advised and
puzzling attack on Princeton coaching legend
Pete Carill coming off a huge upset win over
UCLA in the first round of the NCAA
tournament.
Dan took an emotionally drained
Carill's post-game interview as a sign that
he was "more suited for relaxing at Shady
Oaks nursing home, eating tapioca pudding
in a rocking chair while gazing at The Price
is Right." Even the elderly could not escape
Dan's wandering critical eye.
While these examples provide a
humorous recap of Dan at his most

outrageous, his overall body of work as
sports editor is very impressive. Being editor
requires a lot of work and Dan performed his
weekly duties with great skill. Some issues
it seemed as though he had written just about
every article in the section. Even after Rick
Thomson took the helm for the final two
issues, Dan pumped out six more articles.
He was not about to go quietly.
As he leaves the safe confines of
the back page, one can be sure that Dan's
presence will always be felt in the Mirror
office and wherever Fairfield is playing
sports.
He helped to guide everyone who
served under him along the tumultuous path
of sports journalism with encouragement,
leadership, and flair.
In bidding farewell to Dan Martin,
I would also like to wish him the best of luck
in his future endeavors. He captured the true
spirit of a sports column even if, at times, he
truly was "Out in Left Field."
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No more pencils, no more books, no more
APK'S dirty looks
Mark Fusco
Advertising Manager Emeritus

TOP TEN THINGS
TO LOOK
FORWARD TO AS A
FAIRFIELD
ALUMNUS

It's time to move on, time to get going
What lies ahead, I have no way ofknowing—
Tom Petty

As the end of my four years comes
to a close, it's only appropriate to reflect on
what has transpired.
Entering Fairfield University for
the first time was a frightening experience
felt by many of my fellow classmates,
including myself. The transition was
somewhat smooth for me since I was
fortunate to come here with some very good
friends from home (Melissa, Tara, Laura).
It is equally frightening to leave the shelter
of these hallowed halls and look ahead to the
future, but again I am fortunate since I will
be exiting with a slew of new friends that
have all made an impact on my life (too'
numerous to mention). And I certainly have
met some interesting characters (Phil and
Greg just to name a couple).
There are some people who
especially deserve my gratitude for getting
me through my college career:
First off, I need to thank my parents.
I don't do it very often, but you are the ones
who made this all happen. I can never repay
you for not only footing the bill for what
seemed to be never-ending tuition payments,
but also for the continued support you offered
me through the past four years.
Of course, without getting sappy
or turning this into a line from a Meg Ryan
movie, I must thank you, Jessica. You have
been with me for almost every step of the
way and your friendship is the most valuable
experience I could leave here with. I am ten
times better for knowing you. You are the
reason Fairfield University will always be
such a fond memory.
Melissa also deserves my gratitude.
Your constant support and advice have meant
a great deal to me. Although we have known
each other since those fond Junior High

10. Coming back to watch the new
football team defeat the mighty
Little Catholic Girls' Academy of
Greenwich.
9. Having time to research the life
and career of Harris Wofford.
days, I feel our friendship has become
stronger these past four years than it ever
has. You're the sister I never had but would
have wanted.
Phil I can only say you're one of
the coolest people I have ever known. As
my:'.neighbor and housemate, you have
always been a great friend. Your
philosophies on life and laid back attitude
towards, well, just about everything have
been a source of constant amusement. I
hope I'm there the day you win the Pick 6.
Obviously, I cannot thank everyone
who has made a difference because that
would require volumes. Just know I
appreciate all of you and all you have done.
Looking back, I have learned so
much. For instance, I never realized just
how much time you can leave between visits
to the laundry room. I also never knew just
how addictive Microsoft games like Hearts
and Solitaire could be. I really spent too
much damn time in that computer lab playing
those games. The World Wide Web
enhanced my learning with educational
materials such as casino gambling and
photographs of some of my favorite
celebrities. Who knew Pixie Stix could be
such a deadly treat?
I can pass on my wisdom to the

freshmen or "freshpeople" as I guess you 're
called now. I will gladly tell you which
classes to take or not to take as well as which
professors to avoid. To avoid lawsuits, I
won't divulge those here. In my experience,
no matter how much you swear at the geese
when they are crossing the road in front of
you, it does not speed them up.
After all the Whoppers, chicken
patties, and pizza, it's finally time to say
goodbye. I look ahead to the future with
optimism. I will always have support from
friends and family in whatever I do. Looking
back on these years, maybe I will miss the
taste of Sodexho food, the "unique"
mailroom service, or the extravagant
bookstore prices.
Maybe.

The future is wide open—Tom Petty

P.S. Rob, I wish you luck taking
over as Ad Manager. Trust me, it will be
worth it.
P.P.S. I realize I was a huge slacker
this past year in the Top 10 department.
Here is one final offering.

8. Getting harassed every day to
contribute to Senior Giving.
7. Thinking about the good old
days every time I eat a Whopper.
6. Throwing around Father
Kelley's name as a personal
reference.
5. Finally being able to find an
empty parking space.
4. Applying all the knowledge I
have acquired here to my new career
in refuse collection.
3. Receiving my Christmas cards
before Easter.
2. Living in a house with insulation
and normal plumbing.
1. No more goose crap!

Most likely to...
..get kicked out of the MAAC tournament...Jerry Petraitis
..wet the bed...Ben Cawley
..be mistaken for a pregnant woman...John Saville
..get on the back of a Harley with a man named
Bullet...Tara Cullen
..kill himself from a bike accident...Jerry Petraitis
. .throw up in the Everglades. ..Jerry Patraitis and Chrissy
Battinelli
..find random boys in their beds.. .Brenda Gagliardi and
Kristina Lobosco
..tie up the phone...Dan Cook
..kick people out of their own house...Brian Mitchell
..have every freshman on campus at their parties...The
High Tide
..have a Russian roommate...Jerry Petraitis
..get naked after the Super bowl...The Big Pole
..be mistaken as a tall blonde...Kristina Lobosco
..run around naked in the snow...Mike Allison and Jimmy
Downey
..be in Kurt Schlicting's office...Jerry Patraitis
..hook up with the Brown Hornet...Steve Xeller
..know who comes when they ring the bell...Kristina
Lobosco
..mistake the Zoo as the Bronx Zoo...Cheryl Wozniak
..fall off the Gonzaga wall...Cheryl Wozniak
..put on a poor showing at the keg races... The HighTide
..throw a beer can through a window..John Saville

..be the next mayor...Matt Hogan
..wake up in the wrong bed in Regis 1 ...Chrissy Battinelli
..be Hans and Frans...Steve Markarian and Brenda
Gaghardi
..cut up the rug with a man named Bernie... Jerry Patraitis
and Kristina Lobosco
..be in a wet suit...Steve Markarian
..play with a skunk...Matt Hogan
..have girls drive 16 hours to visit them...Brian Mitchell
and Steve Markarian
..be a circus clown...Matt Hogan
..be scared by midgets...Krusher
..be living in a house ending with 5...The Love Hive
..not name their children Linda...Ann and Tom
..go into hysterics at "Why is it so hot?"...Laura Gleason
..have her wedding day be the most blustry day
ever...Franny Dowling
..be Tom McCarthy's secretary...Sally Piervincenti
..recognize Ann Marriott and Tom McCarthy as being the
real Peer Educators President...Dan Martin
..be a pissy old man...Dan Martin
..never be part of the "cool" group...Tom
McCarthy
..sleep through World War III sitting
up...Laura Gleason
..kill someone with her spoon or her
hair...Franny Dowling
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Writing it down: Two and a half years as a sports freak
David Russo
Staff Writer
As I opened the side door of Alumni
Hall, proceeded down the stairs through its
dimly lit ground floor hallway, and into the
Sports Information Office one and a half
weeks ago, the finality finally struck me.
Graduation was less than four weeks away.
And this would be the last time I entered the
office as a sports writer for The Mirror.
When I signed up to be a sports
writer for The Mirror at a disorganized
informational meeting in the fall of 1994,1
could not have imagined how many new
people and experiences I would encounter.
From my first assignment two and a half
years ago, my weekly treks to Alumni Hall
have been something I look forward to. The
people in the Sports Information Office and
Athletic Department have become friends
who I know on a first name basis and could
spend hours talking to (sometimes I do). My
weekly interviews with team coaches often
lose their focus and turn into conversations
regarding family, friends, life, or music.
And although there are many other
memorable moments that have happened
throughout my college career involving
parties, classes, dorm pranks, and weird
nights with friends, you know who you are,
the ones that stand out in my mind involve
sports. That is why writing sports for The
Mirror has been the best part of my college
experience. From the beginning it has been
enjoyable, unpredictable, and interesting.
Upon entering the Sports
Information Office for the first time on a late
September morning in the fall of 1994, a
friendly man who looked no older or taller
than I greeted me with a high pitched voice,
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and proceeded to complain about the team
whose hat I donned, the New York Giants.
That man, Chris Tetro, has since moved on.
But the Monday mornings we spent talking
after Giant losses were therapeutic for both
of us.
Later that morning I entered the
cramped, closet like office of Women' s Head
Soccer Coach Dave Tanner, without a clue
of how to conduct my first interview. But
somehow I stumbled through the interview
and my first article, even though they lacked
every journalistic principle. Coach Tanner
would become a person I looked forward to
listening to, and whether he realizes it or not,
his honesty improved my interviewing skills.
However, dealing with his team would not
be as easy.
Unfortunately, the seven women's
soccer players in my class resided in the
same dorm as I junior year. I knew who they
were from watching them on the field,
however, we had never been formally
introduced. After they discovered who I
was, they proceeded to verbally attack me
regarding perceived negativity in my articles.
In each of the articles they had lost,
nevertheless, one player in particular, we'll
call her KK, seemed to have a personal
vendetta against me.
One fall morning she refused to
reveal the outcome of the previous night's
game after nearly pushing the glass doors of
the bookstore through me because "you'll
probably write something bad."
At the close of this past season I
wrote an article on these crazy players. The
article broke the tension between us and we
have since spent many nights at the same
parties talking about those articles. The
players are as good at games played in many

townhouse basements as they are soccer.
And as the assignments expanded
so did the friendships. In early 1995 the
many profiles I wrote allowed me the
opportunity to meet several interesting
athletes. From the energetic Jessica
Grossarth to the relaxed Greg Francis, I
frequently converse with each of them.
This past winter I had the pleasure
of covering the women's basketball team
and meeting a very personable coach, Dianne
Nolan. At the conclusion of my first
interview with Coach Nolan, she extended
to me an open invitation to all of the team's
away games. From that moment on, I felt
welcome in the friendly confines of Coach
Nolan's spacious office. And as the season
progressed so did my friendship with Coach
Nolan. After one interview late in the season,
I sat in her office talking for over an hour
about the upcoming Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference Tournament.
I was psyched. So I convinced my
friends to make the trip I had one year
earlier. Looking back, the four day weekend
we spent in Albany, New York was my best
weekend at Fairfield.
We somehow crammed eight
people into our double occupancy room in a
Best Western that resembled a Fairfield
dorm. At night each and every inch of the
floor was covered by either a suitcase or an
incapacitated body. And with people coming
and going at all hours of the morning, it was
a miracle we were not caught. The stench in
our room became unbearable, and the
bathroom was off limits, however, the
weekend was incredible.
Our press passes included free food
and admission to the games as well as access
to the interview rooms. At the tournament

we witnessed both the men and women
advance to the finals. However, six games
in four days has its drawbacks. The countless
hours spent at the arena waiting for the
Stags' games as well as a voice and hearing
which I failed to fully regain until one week
later.
But it was worth the pain of banging
a pan with a drumstick next to my ear and
yelling until I almost collapsed. Seeing
many students make the trip to Albany after
four years of attending games in which I
knew every student was almost as impressive
as the throngs who witnessed the men's late
February thrashing of Iona. And, oh yeah, I
also wrote an article.
Throughout my four years I have
also attended countless New York Rangers
and New York Yankees games. I enjoy the
Ranger games most, but being lucky enough
to attend Game 2 of the Yankees' Wild Card
series last fall is something I will remember
forever. The sight of Jim Leyritz's blast
clearing the right field wall of Yankee
Stadium on that rainy Bronx night sent myself
and the friend who brought me there into
pandemonium. There we stood in the soaking
rains, celebrating, until we were asked to
leave the stadium.
I love sports. And the people I owe
my gratitude toward honing my skills as a
sports writer range from the always
unpredictable Professor Rierden to the
charismatic Dan Martin.
With less than three weeks until
graduation, I plan on visiting the people in
Alumni Hall because their friendliness two
and a half years ago allowed me to make an
easy transition into an activity which I now
plan to pursue a career in.
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Me, far right,and the boys before pummelling Ronan Ryan (front). From left to right, Jim |
Rotnofsky, Mike Garofoli, and Steve Ragozzino.

In disguise on Halloween. From left to right, Jim Rotnofsky, Mike Garofoli, "the surgeon,"
and Tim Murphy.

Most likely to...
.. walk through the woods with a funnel on
his back...Ronan Ryan
..sleep in the Ham Channel office...Mike
Garofoli
..punch an immovable object...Tim
Murphy
..become a thief..Jim Rotnofsky
..use a shower cap as a condom...Steve
Ragozzino
..become violent after chugging several
screwdrivers...Dan Martin
..become a BOXer...David Russo
.. bet the farm...Ronan Ryan and Mike
Garofoli
.. strike a pose...Jim Rotnofsky

.. have their house condemned after
graduation...Townhouse 53
.. become the fifth member of
KISS...David Russo
.. kill a pig...Mike Garofoli
.. stumble around with a dumb grin on his
face...Ronan Ryan
.. wonder why his car won't start without
gas...Mike Garofoli
.. drive 50 miles per hour over the speed
limit...Steve Ragozzino
.. break his glasses..Tim Murphy
.. ban people from playing Sega.. Jim
Rotnofsky
.. live at Madison Square Garden...David
Russo
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"Friendship is the
hardest thing in the
world to explain. It's not
something you learn in
school. But if you haven't
learned the meaning of
friendship, you haven't
learned anything."
- Muhammed Ali
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Some memories of four years....

—-

Stagmania returns
Batman!

Levee opening

Anne of Sodexho

...And where our memories began

Goodbye and good luck to
the class of 1996!

